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Weekend blaze
levels apartments
Lt. Donald Bliss of the DurhamUNH fire department said the
design contributed to the extent
of the damage.
"The fire got up inside that
second ceiling and just blew. ''
Bliss said. "It was a lumber yard

By Gary Langer
Fifteen UNH students and two
others were burned out of their
homes Sunday afternoon when a
three alarm blaze leveled the
Cedar Flats apartments in
n11rh::1m .

in::tick: tl1e1 e. •·

The residents lost all or most
of their property in the fire, and
Durham-UNH fire Lt. Steven
Allen was treated for a cut hand.
The $135,000, 16-apartment complex at 140 Madbury Road was
gutted.
Fire department spokesmen
said poor building design and
high winds combined to turn a
minor oil burner fire into the
three hour blaze.
Durham-UNH
fire
trucks
arrived at the scene at 11 :45 a.m.
and called for assistance soon after. Madbury and Dover firefighters helped bring the blaze
under control by 12:30 p.m.
The one-story wooden building
had been renovated in November. when a peaked roof was built
above the original flat tar roof. .
1

Bliss said several firefighters
were temporarily trapped by
flames when they cut a hole in the
ceiling to let smoke escape.
"We thought we were popping
a hole in a simple roof." he said,
"and we found that second
ceiling."
Bliss added that "the wind was
blowing just in the wrong direction."
Bliss said the fire was started
by a defective oil burner on a
hot water heater at the apartment's east end.
Earl Cheney. a spokesman for
apartment owner Walter Cheney
Inc .. said the flat roof was left
on the building because "if
you've got a perfectly good roof
BLAZE, page 6

The Cedar Flats apartments on Madbury Road blaze afire Sunday morning ...

UNH assists fire victims
By Barbara Scott
Thirteen victims of Sunday's
fire were assured housing, food
and clothing at a meeting with
representatives of the Red Cross,
the Durham-UNH Fire Department, and the UNH Office of
Residential Life yesterday morning.
Assistant Dean of Students Bob
Gallo said many local residents
have also offered housing,
clothing, money and food to the
~
victims.
''The phone has been ringing
off the hook all morning," Gallo
said.
Marc Robillard, campus
housing coordinator, said all but
five of the victims have found
shelter in private homes.
.
Those five, all male, took advantage of the University's offer
to put them up in dorms for the
remainder of the semester at no
charge.
Three men are housed in Stoke,
and two in Huddleston Hall.
Lt. Donald Bliss of the
Durham-UNH Fire Department
said yesterday's meeting cleared
up many misunderstandings.
"We explained what had happened and what caused the fire to
spread so quickly," said Bliss.

''We showed pictures outlining ·
Bliss said the public is not
aware of firefighting techniques.
the sequence of events so there
would be no misunderstandings · "We attacked the fire aceording
on the public's part."
to the book," he said.
.John-Evans, avictim of the fire
now living in Stoke Hall, said "The
Curt Clough, a 1977 UNH
Universuy has been more than graduate, has been relocated to
generous. A lot of people said Hud<lleston Dormitory.
they can give us a place to stay or
sfore our junk."
Clough said that he lost all his
In addition to free housing, the · belongings in the .fire, including
victims have been given the op- an 1894 edition of 32 Beethoven
portunity to purchase the dining Sonatas and a 164 year old Bible.
service.s ' 35-meal l?}an for $75.
Clough, who had been as his
According to Gallo, victims will
parents' home over the weekend,
be getting back this month's rent
said, "Had I known something
and security deposit from Walter
like this was going to haonP.n . T
Cheney, Inc., . the landlord at
would have packed three pairs
Cedar Flats.
of underwear mstead of.two.''
... and are gutted by midafternoon. <Frank Heald photos)
Gallo said, "If any are in financial straits, we'll be taking care
of that. We are in the process of
contacting deans and faculty to
work out tests, books and incompletes."
The Unification Church held a and practices in the acac1em1c
By Rob McCormack
"There are a multitude of
The
New
Hampshire ·presentation in the MUB on Oct. community."
issues we are trying to resolve." Unification Church was cfonied
18, but was denied a second
--The Unification Church is not
said Acting Dean of Students use of the MUB for a church
request to use the MUB in a student group or a student-supWilliam Kidder. ''We are making presentation yesterday by the
November.
ported group and MUB policy
pr~parations for how they are
Sanborn
outlined
other does not ordinarily allow offMUB Board of Governors.
gomg to make it through the
reasons for the denial in a letter campus groups to hold public
Student Activities Director J.
semester."
to Charles Wheeler, the New meetings .
Gregg Sanborn said the church's
--The Unification Church has
Hampshire head of the conrequest to lecture and show
troversial church. They are:
previously been provided an opSome fire victims had blamed videotapes and films in the Graf--UNH has "serious reser- portunity to express its views in
firefighters for not containing the ton Room was denied because
vations concerning the apthere is no indication of an inblaze more effectively.
propriateness of Church do~trine MOONIES, page 8
terest in the Unification Church.

Moonies denied use ofMUB

I

Lyme arthritis

Bluegrass

Vincent John Barba
is a ·victim of a rare
disease of which only
100 cases have been

Impromptu jam session featured on the
MUB terrace. Fm·
pies, see page 14.

confirmed. For his story,

seepage 2.

Baseball
The UNH baseball team

lost a doubleheader

for the first time this
season yesterday to
Dartmouth by scores
of 15-6 and 6-5. The
story is on page 20.
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News Briefs
Student trustee
Marti Steiner, a junior at Merrimack Valley College, has
recently been appointed by Governor Meldrim Thomson the
new student trustee to serve on the UNH Board of Trustees.
Steiner replaces Debbie Childs, of Keene State College.
Steiner is a public management major who has previously
served on the student senate at Merrimack Valley College.
"I'm looking forward to the chance of representing the
students in the University system," Steiner said. "Also, it
will be a good chance to find out how the system operates.''
Steiner was picked from a slate of five candidates--Matt
D' Agontion. Scott Pollack, Roger Tricco and John Zacker.

Laconia State School

Corroded nut caused gas leak
By Mike Kelly
The leak of highly toxic Boron
Triflouride gas in Parsons Hall
last Monday was caused by a
corroded packing nut on the
valve of the gas tank. According
to UNH Chemist Dave Swift, the
leak resulted in the temporary.
evacuation of the building.
Swift said the tank was manufactured by the Linde Company,
a subsidary of Union Carbide.
It was sold to Swift by Welders
Supply Company, Inc., a Massachusetts based firm, whose
Portsmouth outlet has a contract
with UNH.
"Just where the exact fault
for this lies, I'm not sure," said
Swift, "But the packing nut was
corroded and this is probably the
fault

A bill to appropriate 1.6 milhon to upgrade the services of the
Laconia State School was cut to $340,365 by the New Hampshire
House Appropriations Committee.
The N.H. Association for Retarded Citizens has filed a suit to
force the state to close the school and provide community-based
care for its patients, according to the Concord Monitor.
The revised bill will cover the costs of emergency renovations
and hire 10 temporary staff members, but will not help create
community-based services for the mentally retarded.

Seabrook
62 percent of New Hampshire state residents favor the construction of the Seabrook nuclear power plant, according to a
recent Public Service Company telephone poll.
The survey polled several hundred people, and also concluded
that most people do not oppose controversial Construction Work
in Progress loans, which are being used to finance the plant, according to PSC spokesman Gordon McKenney.
Clamshell Alliance member Kirk Stone said, "to believe a
company-solicited survey seems foolish."
NH Deputy Consumer Advocate Michael Love would not comment on the PSC findings except to disagree with the conclusion I
the poll made on CWIP financing.
·

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts mostly cloudy skies
through tomorrow, with temperatures ranging from daytime
highs in the 50s to overnight lows in the mid 30s. The chance
of rain is 20 percent today.

Schroeder elected
caucus chairman
By Judi Paradis
Junior chemistry major Randy
Schroeder was elected yesterciay
to a onP-VP:ir term as Student
Caucus Chairman.
The Student Caucus is in charge
of aJlocating more than $200,000
dollars in Student Acti vity Tax
money and governs student rights.
rules.
and
responsibilities.
Schroecter said.
The confusion many students
have about Student Government
concerns Schroeder.
Actually. student government
is a catch-all phrase which describes something different."

Schroeder said. "Student Caucus
is a representative body of students
at UNH. " Student Caucus also
allocates $10,000 in programming
funds and support to various
causes.
"Serving as Caucus chairperson
is an excellent chance to have
a lot of contact with a lot of
people and to really understand
how the university system works. "
::-,curoeder saJO.
Vice Presicient of Residential
Life David Livermore. who works
in student government with
Schroeder. said. "I think he's
a very capable person, well liked
by all members of the caucus."
"I feel he (Schroeder) knows
the system and the position of
Caucus Chairperson. I think he'll
do a good job. in general."
Livermore said.
Schroeder has served as a
caucus senator on the UNH
Academic Senate for one year.
He said he would like to "reach
out to students to allow every
student to realize his potential
ai UNH. I'd like to increase student
feedback."
Schroeder expressed some dis-

appointment al the response to
the recent Student Government
BitC-h Day.
"It's something you have to
keep working at." he said. "If
you keep having Bitch Days after
a while people will start coming."
A major effort by Student
Caucus this year. according to
Schroeder. was working to preRandy Schroeder
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turers--the Linde company."
Neither the Linde company nor
the Welders Supply company
could be reached for comment.
Swift was working as a ~hemist
for the Center for Industrial and
Institutional Development CCUD)
with the tank of poisonous gas
as part of research for an uniden•;fied company.
CIID is a UNH based organization which does research,
development, and analysis work
for New England businesses and
agencies. It is jointly sponsored
by the Whittemore School of
Business and the College of
Engineering and Physical Sciences.
According to CUD Director
Donald Moore. the center has two
objectives--"to provide professional assistance to New Hamp;hire
organizations, and to provide
professional practice for the
faculty".
"The center primarily does
work in the four fields of
management, economics, science,
and engineering," said Moore.
It employs seven full time pro-

UNH Chemist Dave Swift
The money it takes in 1s used
fessionals, and 70 faculty members and 200 students on a part to pay operation expenses and
time basis.
employee salaries, Moore said.
CIID works on a fee-per-job Money left over is used for
basis, Moore said, and grosses research.
In addition, the center uses
about $900,000 per year, making
it self supporting. It receives a its funds to help faculty members
"small appropriation" from the. in research projects, and does
university, according to . Moore some public service work for
the state, Moore said.
for which it does regular work.

Barba is one of a hundred
to suffer from rare disease
By Steven Ericson
Vincent John Barba is not an
average person.
At 5'8", and 150 pounds, he
looks normal enough. His dark,
curly hair and Sicilian features
might stand out at an Irish
wedding, out tew people at UNH
would look at him twice as he
walked to class.
His 3.78 cumulative grade point
average is quite good, but there
are students at UNH with 4.0's.
The unusual · characteristic
about Barba is that he has a
disease. It is a rare disease-only 100 cases have ever been
confirmed.
It is a disease for which there
is no cure, and cause of which
is unknown.
It is called Lyme arthritis.
If the name sounds somewhat
anti-climactic, pe.r haps it is.
Lyme arthritis is not a famous
disease.
If you aren't from the sputheast shore area of Connecticut, ·
where most of the disease's
confirmed cases have been reported, you've probably never
heard of it. As a matter of
fact, Dr. Charles Howarth, Hood
House Medical Director, has
never heard of it.
"It .is not one of the more
well known diseases," said Barba,
smumg, as ne sat on ms oea.
His crutches stood conspicuously
in a corner of the room. "Its
not lethal, anyway."
The fact that the disease is
not lethal is one of the facts
that is known about it.
The cause o& the disease is
unknown, but thought to be a
virus carried by an insect or
spider. There is no explanation
for why the disease seems to go
away for long periods of time,
only to come back in any one
of a number of forms.
The maior reason for the
mystery su.rrounding the disease

is that the disease itself has only Lyme arthritis had occurred m
the area of Olde Lyme, Connecbeen known to exist since 1972.
Barba has had it since the ticut, Barba's home town.
"That's when I started to wonsummer of 1976.
Oddly enough, Barba first heard der about it," he said. "The aro( the disease by reading about, ticle said that another sympton
it in The New York Times was a large rash in the chest
after he already nad contracted area. I ran upstairs, took off my
shirt, and sure enough, there was
it.
"I woke up one night and .found a big rash all over."
Since then, Barba has had a
a big lump on my leg, but I
didn't think anything about it un- series of attacks of the disease,
till I read an article in the Times ranging from feeling run-down,
a l.-uup1e 01 weeKs later, " ne sarn. to acute swelling of one or the
"I had been feeling kind of run- other of his knees, to excessive
down, achey, and feverish and pain in his jaw.
According to Margot Noyes,
the article described all of those
spokesman for Dr. Allen C.
as symptoms of the disease."
The article also stated that BARBA page 15
most of the reported cases of

Vincent John Barba
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,Building Service .Worke.rs ·
are phantoms of the night

Hans Heilbronner

Heilbronner peeforms
like any good actor
By Doug Black
Hans Heilbrormer thrusts his arms
about and struts from wing to wing
like an evangelist in the 1920's.
Heilbrormer is not an actor but a
Russian history teacher at UNI-I. and
his students say that his lectures ·
are both entertaining and dramatic.
Now, in front of rows of hunched
over, scribbling studenu;, Heilbronner's voice fills the classroom with
dates, figures. and examples supporting his conservative interpretation of Russian history.
"Stalin ," he declares. his voice
rising to a shout, "destroyed not
only the Old Guard of the Bolshevik Party, but the whole
fabric of existing_ Russian society,
root and branch! ' '
Like any good actor. he loses
himself in his performance.
"Listening to his lectures was
Like listening to Tom Jones sing,' '
said Michael Abraham, a sophmore who took one of Heilbrormer's
courses last semester. "He puts
everything into it--everything is
on the line like his words are
his last."
"There's no doubt he's one of
the brilliant lecturers." said
Dave Williams, a graduate history student and now one of

Heilbroriner's teaching assistants.
"Even though he's taught it for
years his enthusiasm hasn ' t
waned." said Williams. who admires Heilbronner more for the
consistently high level of all his
lectures than any one lecture
by itself.
How does he do it?
"I don't get very easily depressed," Heilbronner said the
other dav in his office. with
a smile that is uncannily reminiscent ot ·Hurt Lancaster. "It's
just not part of my personality."
"It's true. you feel more selfpossessed at times than others.
But. number one: I love mv
subject . And number two: I like
young people." he said. straightening
his posture. his long nose and
huge jaw jutting forward as if
to emphasize the points.
Heilbronner has a reputation
as a rough grader. particularly
on writing quality_ This infuriates students with writing difficulties. and last month a petition
calling for an investigation of
his grading practices was presented to the History Department.
But Heilbronne'r believes that

HEILBRONNER, Page 1o

By Mark Stevens
Phantoms are not always for
_dark nights and mystery stories.
The University of New Hampshire. in fact. has its own breed
of phantom.
Like the cobbler's elves. the
night custodians pass unnoticed
into the Uni versity's buildings
to work through the night
cleaning and maintaining them ,
only· to vanish again in the mom. ing as the campus community
awakens.
With 50 academic and administrative buildings and 69 workers.
the night shift Building Service
Workers job is more than a challenge.
The buildings were not always
cleaned at night.
According to Physical Plant
Operations and Maintenance Dir, ector ~ugene Leaver, t11e change
to the night shift, which started
four years ago , was a gradual
process. "The change was a matter of efficiency," he said.
Lead Building Service Worker
(BSW) Judy Barringer said there
were no problems cleaning
cf11rin~ the dav until four years
~go wheri the halls became to
crowded.
"You can imagine what it
would be like cleaning over in
Spaulding (Life Science Center)
with 500 student coming down the
hall ," said_Assistant BSW Fol'eman Robert Downs. "It's pretty
difficult."
"I don't know about anyone
else. but it was easy for me to
stop and talk with people.,,_said
- Barringer.
1
Now, custodians work their
way along deserted corridors.
where the only disturbance is the
rustle of their own activity. the
constant hum of the ever present
lights and an occasional interlude
of conversation with another
, custodian.
"There arP disadvantages to
the night shift," said Associate
J-'rofessor of l!;conomks Richard
Mills. "We worked closely with
the people on the day shift . We
never got to see the night shift."
Said History Professor Douglas
Wheeler, "Im not sure what else
they do besides emptying the
waste basket."
"When you take custodians out
of the day-fime environment
where they have interaction with
the occupants of the buildings."

said Ombudsman Heidi Sherman. "you take away their identity with the job. They become
nameless and faceless people. No
one know that they're there."
In this situation. where the occupants of the building have no
contact with the custodians. the
occupants are likely to be much
more critical of the custodians'
work. said Shennan.
The night shift custodians
receive numerous complaints
from various faculty and staff in
the buildings.
"They'll write us notes constantly." said lead worker
Barringer. "Some of them are
nasty. "
"If someone has a complaint
about the job. " said ~ill Cp-le.
A BSW in Paul Creative Arts.
"they go to someone else instead
or tallong to me face tu face. Dy
the time it gets to me it's kind of
mixed up."
"When the custodian was here
during the day." said secretary
'Patricia Doer of the Chemistry
Department , "we knew him personally. If we had any complaints
we could take it right to him."
--~-

"The one person I know and do
' ave communication with is Judy
Barringer." said Doer. "I see
Judy at least once every six
veeks. If I need to see her besides
hat. I leave her a note and we gel
ogether ...
"I've never met any of them."
·:aid political science department
;ecretary Jeanne Mitchel. " Our
only
contact
is
through
messages. We leave them notes ."
According to Barringer. the
lead workC'rs pc>rioctiC'a!ly visit
with the people in the buildings
during the day.
"We need lo know their complaints and what things they prefer to have done." said
Barringer. "It's important to
maintain communication with
the people here during the day."
"If I'm not doing a good job. I
lJKe to Oe tol<I ... :::.aid Bill Ycalon.
a BSW in Morrill Hall who has
worked for the University for
more than 31 years.
The lead workers tell the
building's occupants what the
custodian's priorities are. Tile
PHANTOMS, page 13
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Pregnancy drug causes cancer
By Jane Gibson
Just a few months ago, for the
first time, Sandy received a positive report from her doctor that
her condition is beginning to improve.
Sandra White, not her real
name, has spent the last five
years not knowing whether on her
next visit her gynecologist would
- diagnose her vaginal adenosis as
cancerous.
Vaginal adenosis is a cellular
change in the lining of the vagina ,
which can develop into a rare
form of vaginal cancer. The conditjon is usually without symntoms and can not be detected
during a normal vaginal exam or
with a · pap smear; according to
the Tufts University Women 's Center.
Sandy is the victim of a medication, once cGnsidered the most
progressive aid successful treatment for the prevention of miscarriages.
The medication, Diethylstilbestrol (DES), was prescribed for
Arlene White while she was ex- pecting Sandy, because she had
miscarried three tirnes. Her obstetrician, anxious to save this
baby, prescribed DES, which
Mrs. White took until her seventh
.non th of the pregnancy.
Sandy, who was born in 1956, is
ww 22 years old, and until five
years ago neither she nor her
mother had any idea that this
medicine, prescribed so long ago,

would cause such unrelenting tained her records from her\. preanxiety for five years of their vious physician.
.
Mrs. White had had six preglives.
It was not until 1970 that the nancies, of which Sandy was the
development of vaginal adenosis only child carried to term. The
(a pre-cancerous tissue change) records confirmed her fears. She
in teen-age girls was linked to the had indeed taken DES during her
taking of DES by their mothers pregnancy with Sandy, and as a
during their first tri-mester (~
result,
her
gynecologist
months) of ore~nancv.
requested to see Sandy.
DES; a synthetic hormon_e , was
The physician performed a coldeveloped in the 1930's and _posco_py, a vaginal_examinatior.
prescribed to millions of women which used tissue staining technibetween 1945 and 1970 for thE ques to detect irregularly deprevention of miscarriages. ac- veloping cells. From this
cording to the DES fact sheet examination he determined that
distributed by the Tufts Women's Sandy had distinguishable celluCenter. Later it was proven inef- lar change in the vaginal tissue.
fective for that purpose.
Since none of the tissues was deDES, unfortunately, was also termined to be malignant he degiven to many healthy women cided to watch and wait.
who were not prone to miscar·
Watching and waiting is the
riage, sai_d a spokesman for the current procedure followed by
Tufts University Women's Cen- physicians supervising vaginal
ter.
adeoosis cases , according to a
A DES daughter is any female spokesman for the Stilbestroi
child born of a pregnancy during Study afMassachusetts General
·which DES was taken. According Hospital. Treatment is not
to the Tufts fact sheet, DES . usually necessary unless the tis-1.aughters have a 90 per cent sue becomes cancerous. DES
·., 'iance of developing vaginal daughters
are
examined
adenosis, the condition which regularly by their physicians for
further cellular change.
Sitndyhas.
drs . White said she first beFor the past five years Sandy
came aware of the link between has been going to her doctor
DES and vagim. adenosis when twice a year for a vaginal examishe read about it in a medical nation, and it was not until the
journal at a friend's house. She last visit that her condition began
remembered having taken to improve. According to the
medication during one of her Mass. General spokesman , as the
pregnancies and contacted her
current gyneco~ogist who ob- DES, page4

'aturday night's full moon
,aBianca photo)

Board of Governors
discusses room draw
By Kate McClare
.
The MUB Board of Governors
tabled a proposal from its Room
Allocation Committee at a
meeting yesterday in which
Student Activities Director J.
Gregg Sanborn questioned the
productivity of campus fraternity
councils .
The board also denied a request
from the Unification Church for a
MUB room in which to show an
all-day videotape Friday. (See
related story page 1.)
Sanborn's comments emerged
from a d\scussion on Sigma Nu
fraternity ' s request for a
separate office. The group
shares one with the IntraFraternity . Greek, and PanHellenic Councils.
Sanborn said he questioned
whether the councils were
productive enough to warrant full
use of the office.
Student member Guy Olson
referred to what he called
" strained" relations between the
Greeks and Onore. their advisor.
Onore objected to that reference.

saying he supports the Greeks.
Wolterbeek said later that the
administration has had to
discipline fraternities several
times this year.
But he added that fraternities
and sororities have also providect
services to the community. like
their walk-a-thon in which thev
raised $2.000. Wolterbeek said the
University should encourage this .
After over an hour 's debate the
board passed a motion from
student member Edward Naranjo to delay a decision on the room
allocations . Naranjo said he
thought there should be more
detailed floor plans of the
proposal.
The proposal would shift the
student organizations to different
locations to make better use of
space. Chairman Mark Wolterbeek said after the meeting .
Moves called for in the plan include:
--the common office across
from Student Government to the

MUB BOARD, page 5
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Pregnancy hor01one linked to cancerous change
DES,
continued from page 3

women approach 30 the tissues
usually start to smooth ol't by
themselves. to resemble normal
vaginal tissue.
A vaginal adenosis check-up,
according to the spokesman for
Mass. General, consists of a colposcopy and two pap smears, one
cervical and one vaginal, to
check for cancerous cells.

GENERAL

fects from DES which have not had Hsed what was an acceptable
Although only a few women see if they may possibly have yet been studied sufficiently. The treatment at the time .. sh~· said
to
DES.
been
exposed
have developed cancer thus far,
Not only do these women have Globe also says many of the af- sne ctoes not agree wan people
the Wall Street Journal said rea
strong
chance of having adeno- fected women are so young that suing the :lrug companies.
searchers estimate at least
Mrs. White said she feels far
sis,
they
probably
should not take adequate data on sterility and
500,000 and possibly as many as 2
the
pill
for
birth
control or use other types of cancers are not yet too much medication is
million women were exposed preprescribed without adequate
therapy
during available.
natally to DES until 1971, when estrogen
Several women being studied reason. Ellen Goodman said, in
menopause
or
for
other
reasons.
the Food and Drug AdMrs. White said her daughter is by Mass. General, according to her Boston Globe column, "The
ministration warned against its
not
worried about the effect this the spokesman, have had story o.f DES is a classic example
11!'\e rlurinE! or ~enancv.
children during or since their of ineptness and neglect by the
The Tufts Women's Center ·problem may have on her ability adenosis condition.
FDA and by the medical comto
have
children.
However,
acurges all womer born between
"You can't help but wish you munity, combined with profitto
reports
in
the
Boston
cording
1945 and 1971 to check with their
hadtJ't taken i_t, ''.said Mrs. WM~
pushing by the drug companies.''
mothers, doctors, or hospitals to Globe, there are ot~er genital ef- · If her daughter had turned up to
On the other hand, Mrs. White
have had adenocarcinoma .Lc~n said, "We are very very happy to
cer) of any sor(.a::; -have some of have had a successful pregnancy.
the women interviewed by the She (Sandy) has been the joy of
Globe, she said she would have our life and it would bave been a
terribly
disturbed _ 1 very tragic thing if we had not
been
However, she said the physician had her."
·

•
notices

UNDERGRADUATE WOMAN OF 'IHE YEAR CEREMONY:
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<
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·\TTENTIO~ STUDENTS 11'\TEHJ.Xl'EI> JN l>f<~N'J'AL
SCHOOL : Alplw r:µsi!Oll U<'lta . till' Prl'rnPdicafi l'n•dl'll- ,
ta! honor sociPI~-. is sponsoring a tour ol tlw Boston
l lni\'('l'Sif.\' Sd1011I 111 I )l'Jll !d l\1Nfi<•i1w. "" Fridu,v .• \pril 211.
l'!l'ast· llH'l'I in Hornn :m2H. l.h':Vl<'.rit t Hall. at 11 a.m .

SOl'lr:T\' A<.iAINST NlWLEAH ENER<.iY 1SANE l:
'.\kctinl-! . Tm•sday. April 2S. l'o111111utPr Lounge. Men11irial U11ion. at 7 ::!0 p.nl. LParn about th<' Annory ctance
and the UjK'Ollling occupal ion .June 24.
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Connecticut Mutual
•

The Blue Chip Company
since 1846
Phone:
PAUL B. ALLEN UNH '58
Dover 742-1642

W. JOHN LEVERIDGE CLU
Manchester 623-7236

SUNDAY, AN INTERNATIONAL EVENT. CELEBRATING AND
CREATING AN AWARENESS AND APPRECIATION OF THE SUN

5:00 AM - Sunrise walk meeting in front of T-Hall
9:30 AM-11:30 AM - Speakers, Films, Tour of Solar

Run Hornes
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MUD governors discuss rooID draw ·

,...

a house to strengthen group
suggested someone measure
feelings but do not forsee conexact floor space.
s~ruction of one for several years. ·
He said the common office
Once they get it, they said, they
should be used for "emerging"
will not need the separate office.
organizations to use at a
Onore said he supported Sigma
moment's notice.
Nu's request, which Spear and
In other action, Vice Chairman
McLaren said would help the
~an W~lson said he hopes to begin
fraternity continue providing
mterv1ews for board openings
1 services to the UNH-Durham
late this week.
community. Sanborn ·and other
Student members Rebecca
board members agreed.
Ness, Olson, Naranjo, and Wilson
Onore said the board should will join Professional and
delay deciding what to do with . Technical Staff member William
the common office until specifics IKidder as the board's Screening
like cost ~ are finalized. He ,Committee for new members.

MUBBOARD
continued from page 3
inner section· of the Student Activities office;
'
--the Women's Centlr to thr
present common office; .
--extension of Off-Campm
Housing through the current
Women's Center location ;
--the Food Co-Op from its lower
level office to the Greek offices on
the second floor; and
--Greeks to the Food Co-op
room.
. Also included in t{le plan is the
mstallation of three student interns in the Student Government . r-------------------~---T------middle office.
4 summer orientation advisors needed part- ·;~
The board accepted the request
1
time between June 1st and June 20th. All- 1
from Student Body President
day availability on 6 specified days is essen- :
Peter Tandy and Legal Services I
Chairman Rosamond Barber.
tial ,. ~fternoon and evening availability on 6 :1
saying it would not involve shiftadditional
days, and some work prior to the :
ing offices.
beginning of classes in the fall. · Experience '
· Tandy and Barber told the
board that the interns would
and skill in meeting and helping new students
assist · University lawyers
is important. Must be a Liberal Arts student
Malcolm MacNeil and John
of above average standing, preferably current
Barrett in providing legal services to students. A fourth would
sophomores and juniors. Salary for the entire
work in the lawyers' downtown
program is $300.00. If interesteµ contact Diane
offices.
Milliard, Secretary, Advjsing Center, Room
Barber said the interns would
work a total of about 40 hours an111, Murkland Hall, 862-2064..
·
11
'. swering phones and performing
other services on students' legal
----------------------~--------J
cases.
Much of the debate centered on
Sigma Nu fraternity's · request,
and on the use of part of the
Student Activities offfoe- as -a
common office.
Sigma Nu brothers Robert
Spear and Rod McLaren told the
board tpa t their group needs a
separate office to build a feeling
of "group integrity."
"We would like to have a
facility whereby we could give
members a place to meet," said
McLaren. Spear said Sigma Nu
brothers don't feel as though the
sh:ired office is theirs .
'l'hey said they are trying to get

l

l

Volunteer
Summer Prografif''.
June 24 -August 13, 1978

.

,
1. ~

The program combines Christia~
community living experience
with volunteer service to the
poor. The program is open tc
single Catholic men, 18-30 yeari
of age. Write or call Jim
Robichaud, OMI, 100 Cushing St.
Cambridge, MA., 02138
(Tel: 617-868-3740)
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+ Fo r Appointment Information +
•
868-2691
•
+ Colony Cov e Rd, Durham :
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As perfect as the love you
share ~ .. a Keepsake
diamond ... guaranteed in
writing for perfect
clarity, fine white
color and precise cut.

~

•• •••••••••••••••
.

HAIRSTYLING

Keepsake

APPT. OR WALK-IN

Rqistettd Diamond Rings

I
I
.
I
29 Main st.
Durham
Hours: Mon-Sat 9-5: ~l0
Thurs. EYc til 8
Phone:

868-7051

TUESDAY, April 25
i HUMANITIES LECTURE: "A Summing Up," Charles H.
: Leighton, AMLL. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall ,
· 11 a.m .

USED RECORD SALE: Bring old records, tapes, and books
to sell on consignment. Carroll-Belknap Room, Menwrial
Union, 12 noon-7 p.m. Sponsored by SIMS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARTS LECTURE SEf\lES : Film
"The New York School. Room A.218 , Paul Creative Arts
· Center, 12:30-2 p .m.

:
,
·
.

· ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER ENGINEERINC S8v1JNAR:
'TV Pictures and Computers," Leo Cavanaugh . New England
· Sales,.. Engineer, Robot Research, San Dieg<\ CA. Hc:irdware demonstration will be presented. Room 251 , Kingsbury
Hall, from 1-2 p.m.
AIESEC PRESENTATION: "The International Businessman ."
Eric Williams, Vice-President of Data Resources, Inc ..
will speak about his expertences as an !memartonal t1u~lnL':'>~nku1
working in the United States and throughout Western
· Europe. Windsor-Charles Room, New Englanu Center,
1:30-3 p.m.
· WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: Plymouth, Brackett Fielu, 3:30 p.m.
.ESTUARINE DYNAMICS GROUP SEMINAR: "Chemical
Dynamics of. the Amazon River fatuary," John M. Edmond,
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, MIT. Room 125,
James Hall, 4-5 p. m .

WEDNESDAY, April 26
. UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES:
Carter and Scudder
Galleries: 1978 Senior Bachelor of Fine Arts Exhibition .
Paul Creative Arts Center. Gallery Hours: Monday-Thmsday, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday , l - 5 p.m.
Closed Fridays and University holidays. Through July 27.
USED RECORD SALE.: Bring old records, books, and
tapes to sell on consignment. Carroll-Belknap Room ,
Memorial Union, 12 noon-7 p.m. Sponsored by SIMS.
MEN'S BASEBALL: Maine, Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
' MEN'S LACROSSE: Harvard, Cowell Stadium, 3 p. m.
COLLEGE OF
LIFE SCIENCES &
AGRICULTURE
PRESENTATION: Dr. John Pino, Rockefeller Foundation's
director for agricultural sciences , will speak o n how well
food requirements are being met throughout the wurld .
Room 152, DeMeritt Hall, 4 p .m .
SANE CONCERT: Featuring John Hall, formerly of Orleans,
and "Aces and Eights, " Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 7 p .m. UNH Students $4 in advance; general
admission and at the door $5 .
MAKING CONNECTIONS FILM SERIES: "The Hi story
Book and Puerto Rico. " Forum Room, Library, 7 p. m .
WOMEN' S CENTER PRESENTATION: Dudlev Dudlev
State Representative and member of the Governor\ Council :
will speak on "A Political Career and Familv Life. "
Hill sborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union , - 7 p.m .

~

-

campus calendar

I
I
I
'
1

I
L

How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding
FREE! Beautiful 20-page booklet for planning your engagement and
wedding plus color brochure on vital diamond facts and latest ring

styles. Special Bonus Coupon saves you 50% on Keepsake Bride's Book,
your complete wedding record. Send 25¢ for postage and handling.
SN78
Name-------------------~

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City--------------------

State

ZiP-----

Keepsake Diamond Rings, Box 90, Syracuse, New York 13201
Find your Keepsake dealer under Jewelers in the Yellow Pages j
~ _::ll~o~free ~0-24.:_:~ -~ ~~ectic~ 800-882-6500. _J

POLITICAL SCIENCE PRESENTATION: "Administering
Regional Services~ The Politics of Survival, " Jack Snedeker,
Commissioner of the Metropolitan District Commi ssion uf
MA. Room 304, Horton Social Science Center, 7 p.rn .
Students interested in local and state politics arc urged
to attend.
MUSIC SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP CONCERT: Featuring
Peter Schickele, who will conduct the UNH S ymphoni c
Band and will discover a new band piece by PDQ B<K h.
Johnson Theater, 8 p.m . Admission $3 tor student s;
$4 general admission.
SIGMA XI PUBLIC LECTURE: "Social Behavi or and
Pheromones in Lobsters," Jella Atema , Associate Prokssnr ,
Boston University. Strafford Room, Memorial Unio n, 8 r .m .
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, di sco, 8 p.m .

THURSDAY, April 2V
AIP SEMINAR: By Paul Rosenberg, Chemistry Derartmcn t.
Title to be announced. Room L-103 , Parsons Hall . trnm
11 a.m. -12 noon.
EIECIB.lCAL AND COMPUTER ENGI:NEERJNG S8v1JNAK
"Computer Electric Meter Reading and Lnad Managl'rnent ,"
Richard Balch, General Electric, Somerswnr t h. Room 251 .
Kingsbury Hall, from 1-2 p.m.
·
COLLEGE OF
LIFE SCIENCES &
AGRICULTUR E
PRESENTATION : Dr. John A. Pinn will spc,1k tH1 1hl'
role of animal s in world food prnductinn. Room 4 ,
Horton Social Science Center, l p . m .
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: Harvc:ird, Memorial Field , 3:30 t'.m .
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Vivia n Cornick w ill "l'cak .1h l1u 1
her new book "The l{omance o t Anwric,1 n C11rnmuni-,m "
in which sht.' inter views fnrnwr U .S. C nrnmunis l". 1-'nrum
Room , Library, 8 r.m .
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Weekend blaze levels apartments
BLAZE

.

continued from page 1

there, why take it off."
"Some people say the roof
helped spread the fire. Well,
that's their opinion ," Cheney
said.
UNH students John Evans and
Peter Kolsti, who lived in the
apartments, said power in the
building went out at 11: 35 a.m .
"We saw grey smoke and flames
coming out. of the storage room
where the oil burner is," ·said
Kolsti. "We tried to call the fire
department but the phones were
out."
.

FRENCH/ENGLISH
SP EAKIN Ci
I
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'

•

A

-

had 45 men on the arrrvmg
vehicle and all the water in the
world."
"There are certain characteristics of a fire which are incomprehensible to the general
public," Bliss said.
H.oute 4 in Durham was closed ,
from 11:45 a.m. to 4 p.m. as four
fire engines, three tankers, and
an aerial ladder battled the
flames. The Air Cascade Unit of
the Strafford Fire Department
assisted.

While neighbors summoned the
firefighters , some apartment
residents began movinK their
property out of the building.
Evans said many residents had
time to move their valuables but
did not. "No one suspected it
would be burned out in a few
hours," he said. "You can't
imagine how small it was."
Kolsti s~id firefighters stopped
residents from entering the burnmg· ofnlOmg atter me root caught
on fire .
"We could have gotten all these
apartments cleared · out if we
knew they were going to let it
bur~ down;" he said.. .
Bhss said the bmldmg could
not have been saved '!unless you

A J?urha"in-UNH' Ffre Department engine remained at the
smoldering ruins of the apartinent Sunday mght ana all .day
Monday.
.
. .

~

~
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iPOSITION AVAILABLE FOR A GRADUATE ASSISTANt .
AT HAMPTON BEACH

•

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST

:

·

In Personal Development at the Special
Interest House

:·

.~ .

:
.
eRESPONSIBLE FOR INITIATING AND DEVELOPIN
:PROGRAMS TO ENHANCE THE :JtESIDENTIAL ATMOS ..
ePHERE OF THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT MINI
e
DORM.
.

RESORT NITE CLUB

COMPENSATION: SINGLE ROOM &
$400.00TOWARDSAMEALPLAN

:
•

,.••
••

contact:

••
••

-STEPHANIE KEATING
AREA 3 CO-ORDINATOR
B-TOWER CHRISTENSON

Call for appointment by Friday, April 28th
',
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862-1875'
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Spri~g fashions in easy living
clothes to fit every occasion.
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Something is in the air...
Watch for our ad Friday.
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47 Main St. Monday-Saturday 10-5
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DVORAK - CELLO
CONCERTO BY
RASTROPOVICH
SERAPHIM RECORD

~

· ·· ~-...,:·."-i':-:

~

LABELLEOS'

VAN MCCO~
•o\SCO K\D

~out C"o\ce:

S44ff

•tUGHTB\R

LABELS: MOTOWN I
KORY,AVCO,
COLUMB\A
'MARILYN HORNES
GREATEST HITS
LONDON RECORDS''"

~ lP
· ed"'···
sa\e Pnc

:;:;~:~-.:·::·:{.,;.~·

BACH
BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS
#3, 4 & 5
SINE QUA NON TAPES

T·::. .. ,,:::::.

=

~

"~~

,
• AND FUNK

G~URV\VAL'

RACHMANINOFF VICTORY AT SEA
MUSSORGSKY
RICHARD ROGERS
DVORAK
GROFEJ
AUDIO
GRAND CANY ·:)N
SPECTRUM
SUITE
TAPES
QUINTESSENCE
0 ST ARR ST'
TAPES
p.\NGOM THE PA
•BLAST fR

. Sa\e Pr\c~d.
. urCbO\C8-

10

ov\n' spoontul,
Tape•: Be•t ~ ~onathon
Ne\\ otamon 'ore.
seagull and M
RCA,
Labe\1: Co\u-rbl~'ama sutra
capitol, APP e,

s34ff
LP or

'TAPE

Your Choice:

s3:!~
Sale Priced!!!
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·coNGRATUL.ATiONsf

UNHSENIORS

AND
BEST WISHES
TO TH·E CLASS OF 1978

Please compare
before you buy your
Life Insurance.

l
t

i
i•

.

• ;~G
:

JODI'S
M aiti St.

:
:

•:
••i

Connecticut Mutual Life 1NSuuNcr cOMP• NY
•

Paul B. Allen
48 Bellamy Road
Dover, New Hampshire 03820
Telephone: 742-1642

8()8-2021 :
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0~~- --~~---~April
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·YOUNG'S

~

RESTAURANT

g

2~-2 7:

Jimmy Carter Show

This Week's Breakfast
Spec.ial
French Toast
with Butter & Svrup
Tea or Coffee

_J
_J

April 28-30:

. Sorcerer
May 1:

Monroe County Outlaws

LLJ
~
~

~
OJ

ED

92¢

Mondays: College I.D.
Night
Y
Tuesdays: Beggars Ni~ht
Wednesdays: La'd ies
~
.,__ Jackpot Night __.

___
lRE

The Blue Chip Company, Since 1846

st

Happy Hour 'J-10 p.m.
Thurs., Fri., Sat. evenings
All menu items % price

U

Change in Hours
Thurs., Fri., Sat. evenings
7 p.m. -1 a.m.

MFArDVtlBRCDK
INN
AT THE PORTSMOUTH

TRAFFIC CIRCLE

Moonies
denied
MUB rooni
.MOON IES
continued from page 1

open forum on the university
Campus.
--Wheeler was not available for
comment.
A NH church member said that
. the films were of church rallies in
Washington, D.C., Madison
Square Garden, and a Science
Conference sponsored by the
Unification Church.
The video tape, "is a standard
tape snown at most trammg centers throughout the country,'' he
said. It contains a presentation of
the ,"divine "orinciple" by Neil
S~JonPn ,

prpc;:jfipnt

S.C.O.P .~.presents:

Bonnie Raitt
With Special Guest

Leon Redbone

Sunday, April 30th, 8 p. m.
Snively Arena
Tickets:S5.00 U.N.H. Students with ID's
86.50 General Admission · and '._ at the door
Tickets on sale now at the MUB ticket office.
Monda - Frida 10 a.m. --4 p.m.

of

thP

Unification Church of America.
Mark Wolterbeek, chairman of
the MUB Board of Governors,
said the decision was intended as
a precedent to deny outside
organizations with no student
support use of the building.
Student Body President Peter
Tandy said he was pleased by the.
decision.
Tandy said some students had
spoken to him against the
moonies, but no students had
spoken to him in support of them.
When asked if other outside
organizations had been denied
use of MUB facilities, Sanborn ·
cited two recent decisions.
In one case, a student who wanted to teach karate classes for his
own personal gain was turned
down .
The other person turned down a
salesman who wanted to rei:ruit
students to sell his products, Sanborn said.
When an outside organization is
allowed to use the MUB, it "rents
rooms for its own (private) use,"
he said.
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Summer
s arts May 15 at UNH.
Summer begins ea_rly at the University of
New Hampshire, but you can join us anytime you're ready.
Start your summer studies here as early
as May 15, or as late as July 24. You can
finish as early as June 9, or as late as
August 18. Choose four-week, six-week,
or eight-week classes, day or evening,
and still have time for your favorite summer activities.
UNH will conduct more than 250 courses
for University credit in most academic
disciplines this summer. Subjects include
consumer education, computer science,
ecology, music performance, politics,
sign language, outdoor education, theater,
and archaeology.
Round out your summer by taking some of
our informal, noncredit courses on topics
such as beachcombers' botany, design and
construction of stained glass windows, old
time mountain banjo, photography, yoga,
tennis, sailing, racquetball, and golf.

Because · you live or go to college here in
Northern New England, we don't have to
tell you about the unlimited opportunities
for recreation provided by New Hampshire's
lakes and streams, mountains and valleys,
forests and fields, and rugged ocean
beaches. But do you know about the many
recreational and cultural activities that we
offer right here on campus?
We offer swimming in our outdoor pool;
-sailing and canoeing at our 95-acre, natural recreation area; competition at all
levels in tennis, squash, and paddleball;
and a highly-competitive softball league
for men and women.
If it's entertainment you' re after, you can

attend two popular music concerts and five
theatrical plays presented by the Durham
Summer Theater.

You'll find that summer study at UNH is
very affordable. Tuition is just $35 per
undergraduate credit, no matter where you
live. Graduate courses are only $45 per
credit. Room and board are reasonable,

too.

SUMMER SESSION
The Division of Continuing Education
Verrette House, 6 Garrison Avenue
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 862-2015

University of New Hampshire is an equal
opportunity, affirmative action institution.
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editorial----Toughen fire safety codes
As devastating as Sunday's Cedar Flats apart-

safeguard.
The town's fire safety code is not strict enough
Durham community. were lucky. No one died in
to effectively prote_ct the lives and property of
the blaze.
students living off campus. The town must enact
requirements for automatic sprinkler systems in
Had ti. e fire struck at night, when no one was
all
rented apartments.
awake to notice the smoke, it might have been
another story--a much more tragic one.
The National Fire Protection Association says
ThP portent of Sundais fire must be heeded. 1 fire sprinkler systems "provide effective safeguards against loss of life by fire." The only deaths in
The to~n of Durham must enact and enforce stricbuildings
with sprinkler systems have been atter fire safety codes before tragedy strikes.
tributed
to
flash fires, explosions, and burning
In March the town enacted a code requiring new
clothes
and
bedding.
The loss of life in buildings
and renovated apartments to be equipped with
with sprinklers is called "minimal."
smoke detectors. Most older buildings are exempt
Durham-UNH Fire Lt. Donald Bliss supports a
from the rule.
rQquirQmQnt for sprinklQrs. Bliss &Qid DurhQm has
The b'lAT blk br ~hort nf wh.::lt i.;; nPPdPd Older
buildings, which are particularly susceptible to
not voted in a sprinkler law because "people feel
fires remain unprotected. New apartments will be
the cost involved is an unusual hardship for the
protected only by smoke detectors, an inadequate
owners" of apartments.

n:~nt3 fire was, apartment residents" and the

Off-campus students all know what financial
hardship is. They pay $100 a month and more for
a one bedroom apartment. For that price, students
should be provided with more than a bed to sleep
on. They should be provided with adequate fire
protection as well.
It is unfortunate that a few wealthy landowners
carry so much weight in this town that they can
plead financial hardship while receiving prime
rates for their apartments. Profit making must be
curtailed when ·life is at stake.
Bliss said that with a spri~kler system Sunday's
fire "would have remained a small oil burner fire."
As it is, the Cedar Flats apartments met all
required saf~ty codes--and burned to the ground.
Slriclcr

code;,

mu;,t

letters-----Bean again

Free choice

To the Editor:
To the Editor:
Recently I saw a list of names of
Last week I read that "only where
those people who now compose the
there is freedom of choice can one
Pub Activities Committee. This com- learn what it mearis to be respon.mittee represents the second attempt sible: and there is no place more
al student control of entertainment appropriate than the University for
in lhe MUB Pub. I am writing this
teaching this lesson." I quote from
letter because of a name of a nonGeorge Lagassa 's letter in the April
sludenl that appeared on that list.
24 The New Hampshire.
This person is Rick Bean. Not only
I ~ it would be jl15t as lqsical
is il wrong for a non-student to occupy
that in this atmosphere of choice we
a position on the committee but there
could easily as not say: "Only where
there is freedom of choice can one
is also a conflict of interest that exists.
The Pub Activities Committee hires
truly experience irresponsibility; for
all the entertainment that appears
there is no more appropriate place
in the MUB Pub. The committee ·also
to shield fl~_ff irresponsibility and backfixes salaries of the entertainers. Mr.
ward-lookrng under the guise of
Bean is presently employed by the · freedom."
Pub on Wednesday and Sunday nights.
Freedo;n· is lhe best dodge of all.
How can the question of Bean's conWhy. just the other day my wife
tract renewal and an increase in sal!'> u;d: "The car needs fixing; it's
ary be answered with the best inter.e st
needed fixing for two weeks, now."
· of the students in mind while Bean
And I said : "I'm sorry, dear. but
occupies a seat on the committee?
fixing the car would oppress me. My
Another question that needs to be
freedom of choice in this matter is
answered is who is responsible for
of more importance to me than whether
allowing Bean to represent himself or not we can survive in a technoin the Pub's contract decisions. The
cratic society without a car. In fact.
committee is usually staffed by the
it is of the utmost importance that
advisor. in this case that advisor is
we not knuckle under to these car
Rich Kane. present Pub Manager and
people.
friend of Rick Bean. How could the
"Who do they think they are readvisor allow such a blatant conflict
calling my Ford because it has deof interest unless it was pre-planned. . fective brakes? A stand must be made.
The next thing you know they'll be
All is still not right in the MUB Pub.
In this light I demand the resignation
piling Fords up at the clover leafs
of Rick Bean from the committee
and burning them. You know, the
Nazis did that? Not many people know
and I recommend the same for the
that. -but how do you think Volkscommittee's advisor.
David Durocher
wagen got their big start? Huh?
Former Member of the Pub
They burned all the Fords, that's.
Activities Committee
how!"
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Pt.(,tr,graphers

Ginny Maytum
Jc ' :e Gibson
Sue Hertz
Lee Hunsaker
Mike Kelly
Mark Pridham
MottVit.:.;
Greg Mcl:;ooc
Fred Carter
Copv :=cwor
Steven t:ricsan
Debby Gaul
- Co;;y Reoders
Julia µanks
Luura L.-)cke
Barbaro Malone
Dot Matott
GerryM:;u.:
Judi Paradis
Barbaro Polichetti
Barbara Walsh
Brendan DuBois
Sue Movesian
Janiu.; T. Borq1Je
r;1en Wallace
Production; Staff
Jerrv hiooles

But there was no answer. My wife cerned that the status of front row seats ,
was already downstairs working on the <regardless of hours in line), was
car, She's a good wom~n in her own dubious. I decided to take my doubts to
misguided way. Well. of course she the SCOPE office .in the MUB. "If I
whines. all women do that. Usually wait in line all day, will I get front row
about the fact that she can never find seats to Bonnie Raitt?" This is exactly
any books by Margaret Laurence or what I asked the young gentleman sitMargaret Atwood at the bookstore. ting behind the desk. His response: an
I've told her to write one of her own. uncomfortable smile and a "probably
The market for women novelists seems not.''
Just then, another fellow walked into
wide open. Remarkable: All the secretaries in this country; I mean, as well the room. He immediately took over
as women can type one hundred words the conversation. Rejecting my idea of
a minute. It boggles the mind the limiting seats for the work crew to
amount of literature these secretaries fourth row and back, with a concould produce. Frightening. I suppose descending attitude he told me I was
·they'd want us to read the stuff. too. being "picky." He told me that the
Well, I have to go sneak a cigarette crew deserves the best seats for their
while the wifelet is working on the car. efforts (an alleged sum total of 30
She complains that it's worse for the · seats).
Here's where I disagree. I think the
person in the room with you than for the
person who is actually smoking. What fact that they don't have to pay money
will they think of next? Huh? I haven' t for their ticket, coupled with the fact
had a chance to get a word in edge- that they don't have to wait in line, is
wise-- you know women-- or I'd tell remuneration enough. Not only this,
her I was committihg suicide by lung but they are involved in a learning experience and an extracurricular accancer. I had a choice to make it!
Looks like the wife is having a little tivity. Pay? I feel this is payment
trouble with the car. Maybe I'll have enough. If not, let them go work for a
time for one more cigarette.
professional concert hall . (I'd like to
Michael Smith see them take front row seats there!).
I realize that working set and strike
for a concert is difficult work. I feel,
however, that the benefits should be
limited. If these people on the work
crew had to take fourth row and bP .. .
the people who waited in line all day
(and paid for it> could have some sort
of remuneration as well.
Hey Bonnie Raitt fans (or any of you '
who attend major concerts at UNH) fo the Editor:
what do you think?
When I first heard that Bonnie Raitt
Laura Moskowit 7 •
was playing at UNH, I was elated. Mv
Newmarket, N d.
very favorite singer/guitarist performing right here at my own doorstep. I bought my ticket on the first
day of sales and to insure a perfect
seat, made immediate plans to get to
Snively Arena early on April 30th.
Being somewhat familiar with a
typical college concert, I was con-

Gary Langer
Barbara Scott
Cheryl Portaluppi
Kate McClare
Rosalie H. Davis
Tom i.'(ncn
Fait~1 Backus
Artlllman

Irate fan

Debbie Basse
Karen Friedman
Kathy Simons

enacted.

Sprinkler

up that entire Sunday.
-Each year in the United States over
200,000 babies are born crippled, men:~y retarded, bl~nd, . deaf. anemic ..
diabetic or defective m hundreds of
other ways. The money raised from this ..
Walk-A-Thon will help give all unborn
babies a healthier start in life.
To all of you who walked. volunteered
your services or provided services for
the Walk-A-Thon, thank yo':'.
Paul R. Higgins
Chapter Representative

Sexist hooks
To the Editor:
We wish to correct a misunderstanding
resulting from Yvette Daly's article
of April 18th, "Children's Books Labeled
Sexist". It is not our policy to remove
from the shelves books that merely
perpetuate stereotypes. We do. however,
attempt to select new books that fairly
present a variety of cultural ideas
and values.
Marge Chasteen and Jeanne Sawyer
Community Services Librarians
UNH/Durham Public Library

rrrash cash

March of Dimes

!:ditor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Editors
Sports Eaif ~)r
Arts Editor
Photo Editor

Betsy c:t.rong
.A.Ian Silverman
C:atner :qe Tully
Thomas Blackdaor
Bel~ Fitch
Lorry Lindquist
George Schwartz
13renda Cooperman Productions Associates Diedre Hamrock
Karen Lincoln
vim Koklomanos
Nick Novick
Adv.ertising Manager ~evin Lynds
Tom Varley
George Newton
Advertising Associates Jim Carle
· Gordon Colby
b:idget Corr
Bonnie Bethune
I aVonne Brown
Karen Ghioto
Nancey Loeb
Sharon McCabe
Barbara Malone
None> Olshan
Cathy Padham
Lisa Gorey
Claudia Nesmith

be

systems must be installed in all rented apartments.
Precautions must be taken--before more than just
property is lost.

Circulation Manager
Typists

1Mike

To the Editor:
Students for Recyling is sponsoring
a "Treasure for Trash" recycling raffle on Saturday, April 29th. From 9
a.m. until noon there will be two trucks
at the Quad oval, one for the collection
of newspaper and the other for glass. A
brown shopping bag full of either of the
above is worth one raffle ticket.
At noon the winning tickets will be
drawn. Prizes have been donated by
Durham merchants and include a pair
ci Levis frciin Stuart Shanes, a $10 gift
certificate from the Book Loft, 5 Mt.
Washington specials from Weeks, and
a $5 gift certificate from Jodi's.
Thh contest is open to the entire

A bout letters :.

Deutsch

Dianne Boutwell
Easter
Jeanette Engle
Caren Feldstein
Monica Labrie
Lauro Mclean
Linda Thayer
Secky Thompson
Sue Wessels

~ally

· Accounts Manager
Billing Secretary

To the Editor :
On April 9 the March of Dimes conducted its first Walk-A-Thon in Durham.
There were 43 walkers and $1,922.40
in pledges. This breaks down to $44.70
per walker, one of the highest averages
in the state.
Though the Walk-A-Thon was not as
successful as we "¥ould have wished,
there wen' quite a few individuals
from UNH involved. Students from
Sigma Beta, Alpha Chi Omega, Phi
Mu Delta, Acada, Alpha XI Delta,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Alpha Gamma
Rho participated with registration,
manning checkpoints, patrolling the .
route and cooking hot dogs. Many gave

Steve D' Alonzo
Vincent Plagenza

The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and
prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee· the inclusion of any
~~

.

All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 wor~ m
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final dec1s10n
on letters are the editor's.
.
_
.
Main letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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Matt Vita

A change in attitudes
The recent report of 65 history students
charging their professor with unfair grading practices because they all received D's and F s on an
exam causes one to wonder what exactly some of
those students are looking for in college.
History Professor Hans Heilbronner, one of the.
University's most respected teachers, gave his
History 401 class sufficient warning before the
course that he would place equal emphasis on
grammar, spelling and exam content.
. The result? Stutlents admitting that they "don't
need a professo,r" to tell them they can't write, and
tha.t they "don't think a professor should
.capitalize" on that shortcoming.
Should a professor overlook the ignorance of
the ability to think and write coherently, the basic
foundation which all learnilng is built upon?
As Professor Heilbronner said, "Proper use of
the English language is a beginning, not an end." I~
seems that far too often, students come to college
with the exact opposite in mind. (That's to say if
they even think proper English is a goal at all.)

I am reminded of an English literature class I
took a few years back. A group of students complained to the professor that the level of discussion
was too "advanced," and that they could not
follow along in . class · (which was a 700 level
c_ourse).
The professor asked the class: "Isn't it far better
to bring everyone up to a higher level of thought
than to lower the expectations and demands of the
course?"
Of course it is. And it is primarily to the stu- .
dents' benefit that this occurs. Again, it seems that far
too often professors give in to such demands--and
hurt the students in the process .
If isn't surprising, therefore, that over 40 percent of the students at UNH have a grade point
average above a 3.0. It's' easy to get B's at UNH
and students know it.
Students equate a "C" grade with a failure
because of what they have come to expect from
the majority of their courses.
So, the University Senate will consider raising

the honors standard from a 3.0 to a 3.2, effective
next year. This doesn't speak to the basic problem:
that students at UNH expect an easy time of their
years here, and many of the professors are bending in to this pressure.
This is not a new problem, but it has .become increasingly apparent in the classroom. ~
In a survey of 40 UNH seniors reported in the
.i\pril -21. .issue of The New Hampshire, at
least 16 of them didn't know who the United
States Secretary of State is; and, nearly half didn't
know who the Prime Minister of Isreal is.
"I keep up on my political awareness in-between
beers," was the reply of one May UNH graduate.
The demands made by professors such as
. Heilbronner shock students because they are not
used to them. The students are not totally wrong
· in their outrage, but they point their fingers at the
wrong person. A change in attitudes of both
students who think college should be easy, and the
. professors who get lazy and make it so, is what
. UNHneeds.

Greg Mcisaac .

Promote Peace Studies
R. Buckminster Fuller's ideas · deserve more
than just a three hour lP':ture and a standing
ovation, as they received in the MUB last week.
Fuller's allegations against the world community
deserve serious consideration.
Fuller charges that mankind is only five percent efficient, and the largest waste · of people
and resources comes from mu tu al an tag on ism
among nations. His motivation for developing his
geometry and material saving inventions is to
provide the world with more resources in the
hope that they would reduce competition, conflict
and wars.
This raises the issue of the purpose _
of_our
modern technology and our national sovereignty.
While our technology raises the standard of living
of a minority of the world's people, it may
also be raising the level of international antagonism.
Can our sovereignty insure domestic tranquility,
while international animosity persists? Is there
a way to reduce conflict between :1ations and
promote international cooperation?

campus population in the hopes of regenerating interest in recycling. This
new approach to recycling is the result
of the recent decision to terminate regular recycling collection on campus.
If this contest is successful, Students
for Recycling will sponsor similar
ones· on a regular basis next year.
However, it can orily be successful
with your support. So, save your newspapers and bottles and bring them to
the Quad Saturday morning. You may
bea winner!

In his · talk, Fuller said, "The Sovereignties
of the world must be ' eliminated," but he did
not say how to eliminate them. This is an
extremely crucial matter. The fragmented, inefficient world we have now is far better than
a world of dictatorship. The transition from a
dismembered world to international order and
cooperation must preserve democracy and individual liberties.

If we are to have .a movement towards peace
and international order, it will not come by
chance. It will come through enlightenment, the
result of diligent and rigorous study of our
alternatives.
To meet this challenge, society must foster
a new discipline of scientific study: the Science
of Peace. This science must be comprised of
people from all disciplines, and explore means
of attaining p~ace_ and using technoiogy to promote
peaceful ends. 1t is not a new idea; it was
developed by Theo Lentz in his book Tow a rd~

a Science of Peace, and Cornell University b nmv
offering a Peace Studies program. Furthermore,
Buckminster Fuller's "World Came," in which the
participants seek to . solve simulated intcrnation,il
problems by cooperation, is being int rnduced
into the curriculum at U Mass.
UNH should develop its own Peace Studiec.
program. This program must cross the intenfo.,ciplinary barriers and incorporate l he depart nwnh
of political science, history, sociology, and J'SVchology, to explore the alternatives lo w<lr .
But it must al so include the physical scienu.>c.
to explore the peaceful uses ot technolo ~: y . TIH; ·
groundwork has already been establi shed by .
Fuller, Lentz, and others.
Some people insist that the stud y o f f'<'dll'
is necessary lo prevent the dest rue I ion o l ci vi 1ization. This m;iy, m mav not bl' true . Iii
any case, we don't need this enwtion,tl c.<arl:
talk to promote Peace Studies . We need clear .
thinking and serious commitment.

main.tamed
the Go
traditional
slogan. -. . . .
"This Show Must
On!"
•
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BloodChairman :

Gap
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Pat Hale TotheEditor
•
Sue Rubright
Greg Mcisaac raises some very valid •
Coodinators, Students
for Recycling points in his comments "Bridging the •
Gap" (The New Hampshire. April 18.
1978l, But there is another side of the •
story that need.;; exposure. While it
is undoubtedly true that the physical i •
sciences and technology do not do enough
to encourage students to broaden their •
outlooks. I feel that in general the •
noIJscientist is far more ignorant of
science and technology than the scien- •
tist and engineer is ignorant of the •
arts and humanities. Curiously. nonTo the Editor:
.
•
e
ti (" d I
t
•
The final act of "The Greatest Show sc1ent1sts irequen y m a mos per· .
on Earth'' brought a rousing burst of verse pleasure in running down science ·
and take pleasure in remaining ignor- •
applau~e from · the spectators as the
1,208th donor stepped into the Center ant of even its most fundamental •
(and often artistic and poetic l prin- .
ring to perform his skills!
This concluding performance eiples. but scientists and engineers as •
enabled your Durham Red Cross a group enjoy and appreciate Moby . Blood Program to p!Ocess L122 pints J>ick. Handel's Messiah . Fi_nnegan's
and once mo ·e. demonstrated your Wake. Andy Warhol's pop art. the •
astounding _,howmanship. Your Hcatlcs. Jean-Paul Sartre. etc. The •
"Death Defying" feats brought the point is --and this was ignored by
total for the Red Cross fiscal year · to Mc Isaac-- the road bet ween science •
4,435 acts of hope increasing the grand and technolog:-' on UlC' one hand and
the arts and humanities on the other : •
total since 1951 to 49.228 !
is a·two-wav strert.
•
Our tent is now neatly folded, the
Todav's scientist can discuss intclllast balloon has gently floated away.
igently.why ii is that Hanrtcl's Mcssiah •
our clowns have returned to their own
image and our ringmaster is safely has the power to raisc ttw 1eve1 °1 •
tucked ay.ray in the UNH Museum won- Professor Brockclman's consciousness.
Whal we n('ed arc morc humanists.
dering what we will ask of him in the who
can appn.'ciatc the philosophical
fall when you all return to us!
implications ol dissipative strudun•s •
You all are truly stars in your own
in therrnodvnamics .. -or. for starters-- •
right and our deepest gratitude goes to
lPll us cvcn. so little as what thc heck
you for your consistent devotion. In the
·
•
tlwy are!
true spirit of a circus family. you
Frank L. Pilar
brought. joy_ to_ the hearts of many a.nd
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MUSO is going to keep the darkrooms
open this summer 8:30 a.m.
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Fees:

•

25.00 st udcnt S
a0.00 non-student S

•
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This includes the nsc of all d1•·111i•·:1)s,·
~
'"~
1 f'il111 de,·elopin~ room

•

•
•
•

2 printing rooms
and a studio

•

There will also be 1 session of photo school
Starting May 15th and running for 5 weeks.

~
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.
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STUDENTS LEAVING DURHAM
-FOR THE SUMMER-

Auto .

Dover

THIS IS A GOOD CHANCE

A
WE ALSO HAVE OTHER GREAT END OF

I SEMESTER SPECIALS:
LEVI GINGHAM LIGHTWEIGHT SHIRTS
$11.99
1

LEVI'S FOR · FEET (SHOES & SNEAKERS)

30-50% off regular price

MEN'S & BOY'S ASSORTEP GYM SHORTS
all styles $3.99
MEN'S, WOMEN'S & BOY'S ASSORTED
T-SHIRTS
from $2.99-$4.99

MEN's BRIEFS
PRING & SOLID SUNDRESSES

42 Main Street
Durham, New Hampshire

868-2301

·A

u
J·.
0

p

u
Dover Auto Supply
Durham, N.H. ·
The Car Wax Guaranteed to
, Last Longer! Liquid or Paste.

A

T

·o

p
·A

R
T

R
y'

S.

s ~

.

i.

l

I

3 pair./$1.99
$15.00
Headquarters For Dupont Products
t\.1aster Charge - VISA .
. 868-2791
Discount for Students

~

Charter_o Bus from · "'""'
LN-1 T rons1t (862-2328)
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Phantoms of the night
· PHANTOMS
continued from page 3

batnrooms and trash are first ,
the public areas such as halls and
classrooms second, and finally ,
offices.
Jeanne Mitchel is not satisfied
with the work being done, but she
doesn't blame the custodians. "l
blame the university." said Mitchel. "They don't have enough
. peopie to do aH tne worK tha~
needs to be done."
"The University doesn't put
enought money into the custodial
and maintenance departments,"
said Ombudsman Sherman.
"And we complain to the
custodalns."
According to an inventory done
b
by Assistant Foreman Her ert
Rollins, the night shift custodial
department is working with only
32 percent of the man hours
needed In the academic
buildings. "That doesn't include
absenteeism," said Rollins. "If it
did, we'd be working with 25 to 28
percent on the average."
•
"We inspect the buildings regularly to determine their cleanliness," he said. The inspectors_
found that the day and night shift
workers in all the buildings were
achieving 55 to 60 percent of what
would be expected if there was
100 percent of the r~quired work
force.
"For the work load and the
·d
. number of people we have," sai
' ~Assistant Forman Downs, "the
workers are doing an excellent
job. They have to take the complaints in stride and do their
best."
--....1 '- ,
"We take pride in our work,"
said Hamilton Smith worker
,
Cooley. "If the building doesn t
look good, we don't feel good
about it."
"I think if the complainers
came in and did what the
custodians had to do, there would
be a lot less complaining," said
Downs.
"We're short of help and we
have to live with that," said
Downs.
Living with it could be easier.
"The students and the faculty,
to a certain degree, create an unnecessary mess for the
custodians," said Professor
Mills. "We create extra work for
them. That's unfortunate. It is
something we should work to correct."
"Most of the people here are
pretty good," said Connie Myers,
a BSW in Paul Creative Arts.
"But when they make a mess,
they make a mess.''
"This building isn't bad, it's
pretty clean, but like everywhere
there are the slobs ," said Mike
Smith, a former BSW at the
Social Science Center.
"If the people would cooperate
it would help," said Downs.
"People do things here that
they would never do at home,' '
said Barringer. "People could
empty their soda cans and coffee
cups before they put them in the
trash. If they don 't the liquid
drips all over the floor when we
empty the trash."
She also said that it would help
if people put their cigarettes out
in an ash tray instead of grinding
them into the floor.
"Instead
of
dumping
something on the floor." said
Downs, "they could pick it up and
throw it out. When a custodian
has to spend an hour picking up
bottles and garbage it cuts down
on our efficiency."
"I think that people would be
more cooperative if they could
see us as individuals and realize
that most of u~ care," said BSW
Shirley Osbori1e.
In spite of the lapses in cooperation and communication, many
of the workers enjoy the night
shift.
It fits Wayne Moulton's life
style.
"I'd rather work nights." he
said. "You are left on your own to
do what you have to do without
<;:OmPnnP h::in11in11 OVP.r VOIJ . ,,

"It's convenient," said Osborne:
"I am with my family in the
evenings. I can help
little
ones with their work. When I
ieave for work. everyone is in

my

You· re invited
t ourplace
or dinner.

bed."
Whatever their reasons for
working the night shift and
whatever they do when they're
not at work, they have to deal
with the janitor image.
"There are people that think
custodians are people that go
around with rags in their pockets
and don't have much mtelligence."
said Barringer. "I think that upsets
some custodians."
-"There is a prejudice," said
Ombudsman Heidi Sherman. "It
comes from their not being
known. They're phantoms.
"You have to out and meet
them to know that they're are all
sorts of people working here at
night," said Sherman.
Though the workers are seldom
noticed, some building occupants
are aware of the work that goes
on ::it night

"Their work makes. a difference,,, said Professor Mills. "If a
classroom is messy it changes
the attitude of the class. It
creates one more barrier to the
. faculty getting some point
across."
"I'm not sure if the night crew
knows the extent of which I, and
perhaps other faculty, appreciate
the educational environment they
provide," said Mills.
·
·
"All we hear is complaints,"
said BSW Cooley· "We never
hear any compliments. We don't
feel like anyone appreciates the
work we do."
"We try to give the posi,tive as
·well as the negative, " said Secretary Doer. "But its hard when we
don't know the individuals or the
problems they have."
"They're part of the support
staff and their role is just that,"
said Doer. "Thev 're supportin~
I. the University--and that role is
not menial."
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OFF ALL PAPERBACKS
OFF ALL GAMES, ART

OFF ALL MUSIC BOOKS
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Our Hardcover Bonanzq
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BOTANY 525(01)
I
I
I
INTRODUCTORY MARINE
1
BOTANY
l
i JUNE 26-AUGUST 18
l
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l TU, W, TH. 9:00 AM-NOON :
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I LAB ARRANGED
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Buy one regular stock hardcover
(adult .or children's) and get our
usual 20% discount. Buy two and get '
30% off. Buy three and get 40% I
off ... Buy four regular stock hardcov- lI
ers and get all four at V2 price.
l
Now is th_e time to buy for grad- 1
uation, mother's day, father's day, I
birthdays or no occasion whatso- l
I
I
ever· AND OUR REGULAR

i

f
,J

PHYSICS405
CONCEPTS OF PHYSICS
WILL MEE.T MA~%.r>TO JULY 7
NOT JUNE15 TO JULY 7.

PRINTS AND PUZZLES

20 %

,•

__

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLO'NING
REVISIONS TO THE SUMMER SESSION BOOKLET:

THROUGH SUNDAY APRIL 30th -

20%

II

Not good in conjunction with any1other
coupon. Good only in New Hampshire.
Ofter good until May 15, 1978.

the book loft
store wide
book sale

20%

.

.. ~- -

I

ADMINISTRATION 550(01)
:I
INTRODUCTION TO SURVEY !
OF MARKETING
l
I
MAY15-JUNE9
:
I
M, TU, W, TH., F.,
I
I
10:00 AM-NOON
BARGAIN TABLES 1 :,______________________________
_:

i'
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down in the middle of another
couple 's game . Must be that
bre~ze , it's getting gusty.
Third try never fails, you say.
Until now. Your opponent.thinks
this is pretty funny . Hey, what
happened to ol' killer Borg'? , the
joker yells at you.
Alright buddy, here it comes.
Enough of this garbage, I can
play better than this, you tell
yourself.
But something has happened
during the past frozen months.
Your unreturnable cannonball
shots have become limp bounces
that have as much drive as a derailed train.
Well, I'm swinging against the
breeze, you explain to yourself.
He'll have the same problem with
the wind-they'll all be going way
out.
You swallow the growing lump
in your throat and toss the balls to
your oppon·ent, and hope that his
wi11tt1

Tennis
anyone?
You've been waiting even smce
that November morning when
you jogged out to the courts,
braving the 30° chill and willfully
ignoring the small heaps of snow
from the flurry last week that
didn't melt away like they were
supposed to, only to find that the
enemy had struck during the
night.
Swiftly, deliberately, with no
regard for the easily bruised
emotions of the tennis fanatic,
they had done what you knew was
inevitable.
The nets were gone.
Despite anguished cries about
the match you still had to play to
win back the bet of dinner for
two . and threats of murder by
pelting with your newlyperfected , ace-'em-every time
serve. They refuse to 1 einstall the
nets.
What could you say? You knew
you were bea ten when they pointed out that soon you would be
competing with cross-c ountry
skiers on the paths to the Field
House.

wci::i a;:, lu11~ d.~

yuu1 ~ .

To your dismay his shots skim
the net and land right at your
cemented feet with a spin on
them that Jimmy himself would
envy.
It's agonizing. Whatever happened to f.irst-day-back-on-the
courts luck'?

So with one last, loving glancP
at the barren courts you sighed
and began counting the days until
the miracle would occur.
The time has come.
Your hands tremble slightly
zipping up your sweats.and tying
the laces of your Tretorns as you
prepare to dazzle the kid down'
the hall .off the court with your
1 cross-court backhand that goes
right in the corner ·every time,
and your vollev that hits the
baseline so hard it bounces back,
up and over the fence.
It's a beautiful day to play your
first set after an interminable
winter. The sky is bluer than you
remember it ever having been,
and clouds are but a ludicrous
figment .of some killjoy's
imagination. Perfect for tennis,
you say. So there's a little breeze.
No problem , not with your powerhouse slices.
Your opponent looks psyched,
but you're ready. First ball goes
in the net. To be expected, it's
been a while.
The second lands two courts

The old, reliable serve must be
working, you tell yourself. That'll
show him ol' Borg hasn't lost his
,touch. You ~ounce the ball a
. couple of times to get the rhythm.
!Toss, swing, and connect!, with
\your knee as you miss the ball
completely.
Paying no attention to the loud
guffaws coming from across the
net you toss and swing again . It's
just not working. It must be the
wind taking your tosses a little to
the left; of course you can't serve
with that gale destroying the
precision toss that you spend all
last summer getting down to an
exact motion.
Things a,re not going as planned. You somehow remember
tennis as being a lot more hitting
and a lot less ball-chasing than it
is today.
Frustration sets in. You start
taking wild swings, your shots
are totally misplaced, if they
make it over the net, and you
can't remember whose stupid
idea it was in the first place.
I've gotta practice a little
more, you tell your partner. Let's
try it again when I've hit some
balls. You hate to say it, but he's
beaten you at your game.
Damn wind.

Records:

~Calendar_.

Fresh Fish

Tuesday,
April 25

By Barbara Malone
Robert Gordon and Link ,
Wray 's. "Fresh Fish Special" on
the Private Stock label is a good
example of New Wavism going
. mainstream.
Formerly with the Ramones, a
largely followed New York punk
group, Robert Gordon has been
. on his own for about two years
because he felt that the group
began to move info realms of sensibility not shared by him.
Face painting and a feminine
stance started permeating the
New Wave, first with The New
York Dolls and then with Bowie,
who made glitter big. These affectations turned off Gordon, who
prefers the pose of the tough,
butt-chewing street punk to that
of the hollow-cheeked, tightpanted bowery boy with the cute
w1gg1e.
So Gordon returned to a format
of rock and roll which is more
closely in tune with his sen- .
sibilities: 50's rock and roll. The
album features Gordon and the
J ordanaires singing t,unes
reminiscent of Elvis with the .
same vocal whimpers and wail
which Elvis made famous.
r
Backed by these rhythm and
blues based vocals, "Fresh Fis.h
Special" features Link Wr'f!Y on
guilar. Wray is a veteran
guitarist, Johnny B. Goode style
guitarist, and Johnny B. Goode
style guitar riffs lend authenticity to Gordon's attempt at ,
recapturing the sound of that era .
But the music is not completely
a rip-off of the 50's. It is
sometimes more bent, which is in
. keeping somewhat with New
Wave, although it is not completely twisted. Naturally that
open, scratchy, unrefined sound
prevalent to all 50's disks is
missing here because of modern
recording techniques , which
provide the music with a clearer,
rather sharper edge.
Many of the songs are a bit too
whining for my taste, and given
to those excesses often associated
with Elvis . But the up tempo
tones really do work well and
make one want to get up and dance.
This is particularly true of "20
Flight Rock" and " Five bays. "
Songs such as " Fire ," a
Springsteen composition written
exclusively for Gordon , still
grate a bit, and might t_a_ke some
listening to before I can adjust to
the vocal twists, whines and
pouts that are at times ludicrous.

'

Professor Merritt' $ Intermediate Photography course
students' exhibition of color
work done during the
semester, 7:30 p.m., upstairs
iri Hewitt Hall.
"The New School" - film .
Room A218 in the Paul Arts
Center, 12:30-2 p.m.
Record sale - CarrollBelknap room of the MUB, 127 p. m.
"The Edge," adventure and
excitement, at the Franklin.
Hootenanny night at the
Press Room, 77 Daniel Street,
Portsmouth, and at The Stone
Church, Nc~vmarkct.

WENH- " Search for the
Great Apes," about two scientists who live among the
mountain gorillas of Africa, 8
p.m. "Thracian Gold," a look
at treasures recently unearthed
in Bulgaria.

Wednesday,
April 26
Opening - 1978 Senior
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Exhibition in the Carter and
Scudder Galleries of the Paul
Arts Center. 10 - 4 p.m.
Record sale continues at the
MUB, 12-7p.m.
Concert - John Hall, formerly with "Orleans" and
"Aces and Eights" at the
Granite State Room of the
MUB. Admission is $4 for
students in advance, $5
general and at the door. 7 p.m.
Music School Scholarship;
concert with Peter Shickele of
PDQ Bach fame conducting
the UNH Symphonic Banl
Johnson Theater of the Paul
Arts Center, 8 p.m. Student
tickets $3, general admiss10n
$4.

MUB Pub - Rick Bean, 8
p.m. Disco.
Lunch at the Dump, string
band, at The Stone Church in
Newmarket.
Doug Bennet and Bruce
Lawson, local folk musicians
at the Pre-ss Room in Portsmou~h.
.
.
WENH - Tom Stoppard's
play " Professional Foul'"
examines the issues of human .
rights in Czechoslavakia, 9
p.m.

Thursday,
April 27

.•• ,,#!~.

'\l,c

It's easy to be distracted from studying by the footstompin', hand-clappin', bluegrass jam provided by man-

dolinist ·Reed Davis, banjo player Bruce Denning,
Guitarist Kevin Mooney. (Art Illman photo)

Grandes Illusions present
"Three Women," with Sissy
Spacek, directed by Robert
Altman, 7 and 9:30 p.m., 75
cents.
UNH Writers Series presents
Vivan Gornick speaking about
her new book "The Romance
of American Communism" in
which she interviews former
US Communists. Forum Room
of the library, 8 pm.
MUB Pub - Shelley Bogen,
folk, 8 p.m.
Lunch at the Dump, string ,
band, at The Stone Church in
Newmarket.
Doug Bennet and Bruce
Lawson at the Press Room in
Portsmouth.
WENH - "The Way Ahead"
one of the best wartime films
ever, starring David Niven, 9
p.m.
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TRIVIA
1. How many dimples are there on a golf ball?
2. Who was the number one pin-up girl of World War II?
3. What European country resigned from NATO in 1967?
4. What does the "S" stand for in Harry S. Truman?
S. Who was Mr. Magoo's Chinese cook in the cartoon?
6. Name the teams of the Western Division of the National
Baseball League.
7. Who is the voice of Donald Duck?
8. What was the Three Musketeers' motto?
9. Who was Banana Nose?
•
10.What was Laurel and Hardy's theme song?

Wicked Hard Question of the Week:
What is

the fon:nula

lhal Johnny Chambers speak5

to change himself into superhero Johnny Quick in the comic
book series "Johnny Quick"?
~

Lyme arthritis
BARBA
continued from page 2
Steere, discoverer of Lyme Arthritis and Barba 's physician,
these are common symptoms of
the disease.
"There have also been a few
cases where the patients have
experienced minor heart murmurs and nervous disorders, but
this is about as serious as the
disease has ever gotten up to
now," she said.
During the periods when one of
his knees swelled up, Barba has
been forced to hobble around
campus on crutches, sometimes
for two or three weeks at a time.
The biggest problem Barba has
had with the crutches on campus
so far has been with the traffic
department
"I had no trouble getting a
handicap sticker for my car last
fall when my knee swelled up, but

ANSWERS

TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

·+• • • • • •.-.•••••••••••••••••••••••+

•+"A FONDUE. RES-TAURANT" .•

+
+

an~~J~~~~~t~~~p~J:c~~~~1

I

will swell up, or when your jaw ;I
will start to hurt, or anything ~
else. It just comes and goes."
I
Barba still doesn't know how t
long he will continue to suffer a:- I
tacks from the disease.
"They think it lasts about six
years, but they haven't really
known about it long enough to
tell,'' he said.
"Attacks can last for as little as
a couple of weeks. or as much as
several months." said Noyes.
"We really have no idea how long
the disease stays in the system.
though. There is no known cure
for it."
But, for the time being Barba
will have to keep the crutches in
the corner of his room .

then I found out there was no .
place
to park it," he said.
They told me I could park t
anvwhere I w.anted to during tJ:le
day, but that I had to move it back
to · either the · neld house or
Williamso.n at night, both of :
which are a long way from Randall."
:

took him to the SheratonWayfarer hotel in Manchester
twice a week.
"That meant that I had to crutch
outtomy ·c areverytimerwanted
to go," he said. "It made the handicap sticker kind of worthless."
Oddly enough, Dunfey Family
,9££"1
Hotels Corporation, who run the
S~3MSNV
Sheraton-Wayfarer, has offered
Barba a job in another hotel in
Connecticut.
"I'm still not sure I'm going to
take it," he said. "But at least I
know they'll hire me even though
Answer to last week's Wicked Hard Question:
I might be on crutches some of
Time Magazine's man of the Year for 1938 was Adolf
the time.
Hitler.
"One of the worst things about
having the disease is that it is so
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u~noredic~ble,~ uid Barba.

------------- --- '"

I
I
''Y.ou never know when your knee I

+
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Entertainment Nz"ghtly
.1 .

in the
Mat·y Baket" Lounge

•+

+· 38 State Street
+
+ Portsmouth
•+

f

+
•
•

·
New Hamoshire
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Everyone 1s Saving
A Dover tradition
.of fine dining

R1defor'JA1h'libll summer
,

orfsmou.th

Jae/:. fia1t1ton( orl_gtna[ luncfteoneffe

19/i-7?.

Hearty Sandwiches &
Complete Dinners •••
Lunch and Dinner Daily ...

THE VERY BEST
PRIME RIB EVER

·LN-i

Lounge Open Until Legal Closing

Conserve Energy ct Money

16 Third Street
Dover,N.H.

Use. the KARI-VAN-It makes $ense

AMERICAN EXPRESS MASTER CHARGE VISA

Byy a14

29

Sum~er Semester Pass

•+

+
+

Frank and
.+•
Karen Hanster +
p
· t
+
ropne ors
+
431-4 7 31
+

>..Aor\\,n9,SlllJJIJJerG
cy~~e\
C'lo"/,>~
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Heilbronner
performs
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SUMMER JOBS

LONDON

several openings for ·work study or
non-work study students. Apply to
Ray Pierce and Dairy Bar (Railroad
Sta ti on) or call:

8250

ancthe

Roundtrip Airfare
from Boston via Pan Am

~~

CHARTERS TO EUROPE
Paris
Frankfurt
Shannon

(3mpus
of Durham

Gopy ·

47

Main~Street

8329
8319
8269

8379

Rome
Athens
Ztµ"ich

8399

8369

- Tel. au.2490

-Complete ~ es um e Service

Graduate Theses & Dissertations

''Rrocly MCJaet&PY-Same Day~.

-

classified ads
1!170 l\krn11·t Co ugar . Good condition with
built 111 l'.B rarlio. $450.(Kl. Musi st>ll lwfon·
May. Call 61i4-2044 or li5!l-56H4. -t1211

cars for sale

l!Hi!l \ '\\. f{uns good. radio. g11od lw<1l. good
tirl's & i11tnior. has sligh t dC'nts .. lu:-.1 inSJ>('l'll'd $Xiii J)a~·s fi:\!J-2!l!ll PH'S. 8li/Vi :1!1-l 4/2:\

M u ~t

sl'll 1mnwdiatelv! 1%9 Rambler 4-do<•r
:\ia1111al Trans1llissioii. Go(ld running eond1·
I 11•11 ,.t'I", dl'jwndahll'. Sonw rus:. Asking
Sl:ill. l "a!l i-1\J-OtitH l'\'l'llings.

For Sa le: l!Jt;!I CG :350 Honda llli!l-'i4t!I. Ask

IPf" 'J'pdd .fl 18

19i:3 DATSUN SPORTS COUPE. Standard

]<1/(1 \'\\' with s11n r11nl ;md l!l'i:l l'll"lllt'.

lra11>'111issi1111. Huns\\'(•!!. !Wl'rfs bod\' work
\",ti! t'\t•ilings-Hl ·H!l~!I . .ft2a
·

Bnd~· nl'eds \\'c•rk hut enginl' is PXcl'ffe111.
C

'11ns1stanl '..!:1-2;; 111pg. ~q,-,(1 Pr IH'Si oltl'r
ail<'r s·oo anrl \\"(•ekl'nrb 4/ 2H

lili-l - 242~

For :->alt• - 1!172 LTD ComTrtihk•. last lull
l'll11n•r:;1>1e ln•rn l''onl :\1otor. Profes
s1nna!I\' maintained h~· original owrwr. $1.65(
8ti8 -~1ll)ll . .f12:i
~1zf'

FPI' Salt•: l!l/1 H:\1W !{(;0 1:>. g0<1d l'P11diliP11.
111an~ · l'Xlras. $t:ilHl linn. l'<!ll H2·118/. Keep
Ir~ Jill.!'. 412S

/:' l'Jqnnulh Saldlilt•. 2 noor. VH. :3111. 72.00\J
11111<'< :!J 1Jti mpg. 1-(l'l'l'll with !andaur rc>ol.
illP\"lng lllllSl >'('JI, $a;'i0. $11;)0 Wilh l'OS!lll'lll'
n•pa1rs. lltiH-i'l.f:l. altl'r :i . .f/ :1H .

\ 'CIL\'O SEDA'.\. t!Jlil. Nt•pcls work. lml

r"''d !'nginl'. 1\ l'!>und $200. ('a 111 lm·id -t:!fi-llS!!i'.
1c·au· 1t1C'SSag<' . .f ·2H

ior j>IPwing. r:xt·(•!l1•nt l'nndit ion.
.\sk111g $-l.21111 . -l ' 2H.

l :!tl.

\ "\\ 1·nm·prt ihi<' 1!!fi!l biUl'. \ ' pr~· good running
""nd1li1111. Nt'\\·: v;1h·e jnh. !water hoxl's.
rdiuilt ('flgin<'. whf•t•I lx•arin"s. lirl'S. A.NJ/FM
r;1dio. 'fop and bod~ lair. 6'11 campl!s dail~-.
~-t:i11 c'all t<>ll ln•p ; 20i 17-lll<l2:l7 . .f/28

t!11:: llats11n 1;111 station \rago11. atll(lm;1t1.r
:1-.1:.- 111issio11. Tnp-ralt•d Ji~· t•1111:-w11Pr l'l'j~lf'ls
cull) J:.!.0110 111ilt·s "11 l'!'l'Plldil in11ed eng1nt ·.
Ti 111pg. \o rust. :\(•\\·!y parnlPd. B1•1:.j<'
$~1:111. Pi' l'<'as1111ah!l' ollt•r . 8()8-.·,122 . 4•'..!H

For Sall': J!J/-l Honda 12;; nwtorcn·le. with
<T.1'-'h h;1r. siss\' bar. and raek. llndl'r 1000
mil<·age l'r;.il'liral!~· brand Ill'\\'. $47'1.00 Call
.Jl';1n a: "·20!!0. -l :~8

1974 850 .. Motoguzzi California Police Style
very low mileage. extras. excellent con·
dition. $2700 or reasonable offer 859-4590.
4/25

\'\\ bu11. dPpt'tHl:iblt'. spunk~· mg. only :m.ooo

llli . Exl'dl1•nt l'o11dition. Ill'\\' paint. IC'nders.
Ski rack. Hes! olfPr. Call Wendy. 868-~H08.
· L<·a n• na na• a 11<1 rw. iI no[ t hPn• •. 4/ 28

for salP

l!J/2 Supff BP!'liP. summer proJPl'I car'
r:nginl' S\\"all<l\H'd a vah·e. Bod~ ldil', llll'chs11urid. and just inspel'lt'rl. Call
Al alll'r ~(>.Ill. wPckda~·s . H6!l·2!i64. Mak!' and
ollPr' 41:18
allil'ail~·

l!:lfi!J MGB-<iT bod\' n>cl'ntlv rl'sti1rNI. British
racing gr<'cn. 7:..cioo org. niilt's . Win• spoked
wheds. A!Vl-F:vl. 26 mpg. Vrry dl'pPnclablt•.
$J:1;;11 or hesl ol l<•r. Call 65!J-5'i!l6 . .f /2H

!-'or S;i!e : t~l/li Yard -man nw(H'!l. !las 11111\
hP<'ll Ii mil(•s !!::r;o.110 or ht•:-.: oll<'r t',1!!
H!i2 1.-.~.i IJt•l\\"l't'll H·on & .f::lll jl.lll Ill" l\liH !-l44
;ilt1·r:-1:1111p.111,\,,klorHPth4 :m

1!116 Tovota Celica GT Li!tback $4.200.00 wPll
nwintairwd: 19:l6 ChPv~- Piek-lip Strret Rod.
s11:;0 .oo or makt' olll'r. !!611-7161allt'r6 p.m.
r'or Sal1•: 1~70 rt'd & white Clwwlll'. Good
e11ginl'. standard shift. nerds work . $:!00 or
IH'sl olll'I'. Call H62-:162:l. -1 / 2:>
FIJK SAU:: t!Jli!J l'OHD EC'ONOLINr.: VAN -

(;f{EAT !\IECllA:\ICAL SllAPE-SO!\H: HUST
SPOTS-HUNS WELL-.fGOC>J) TlkES. $!100
or Br:ST< ll'·Fi':K-l:!li-18:il. Nil'k 4/:l!l
FOi< SALE : l!ri:l Pontiac (;rand AM-PS/SB/AT
air 1·11ndilioni11g. BuckC'ts eonsol<'. AM FM
s11·1·t·11 8 track . :;4,0011 ori~inal · milPs.
f<:Xl'<'l!l•nl <'ondilJ<•11 many t'Xlras 20 mpg.
li!H-2.fl ;, nill':-. 4•2H

l!i/ ~I SAAH E'.\JS. 4 spd .. ,\ -('. A:\1
FM
sl('l'l'li. \o rust. ;;2.11011 mill's. good ..,li:tp('.
Ask111g $2.!Klfl. call Hl>:l ;,4!1:; . .f t :!~.

l!ii'-l lnl1·1·1111 '.\](; J: ltoadslt'I' '.m1· mil<'a"<'.
Hullt·r:-.('1>ldi will! n1alchinl.! int<·r·ior. ~d 
stripes. Trunk rack. Call 862-21.t7 Days or
n;i~J ·:i lilH all('! 4 . -! 1 :~H
J!lfiH '.\lu:-.tang. :i sp<T<I. in g·~•d rnndition .
l'X<'<•!i< ·111 Jransporlali1111. gnod on ga" . l''irsl
>;:;1111 .1111 . HfiP.-:!H/2 4 t :!~

1!Ii' t :-i11pr·r li<·f'l 11· ~x . 11011 mi!<·" · beige. radio.
1·11g.iw <"llipl<'ll'i~ r<'huill al :;11.c.011 nnlt•s.
""'1 r;id1;1 L !\~tc,o <·xn·!!1 ·n1 <·11ndi1 ion . :\Jusl
~ 1·1! h:, .\ Iii'. l (';ii! i'-12 'Hl-l!I. -l ~H
I !lfil1

\ "\\ 1\11!'. r<'li;1hk and 1nsp<•1·1Prl. $:.!:ill
t'<t lJ \l<>rk P.liB-!m:11 4 · z~
'.\(•\\"

''i' '' "' ,.,,, 1·r:-. t•\haw. 1. i'I Pngrn1·." :10K.
1
~: 1::(k· .. ;1/· '.';'i'i'i'1\,1 i'/::p~;1i::'.~1..,("~\\~\11 < ·'."i'i! 1'.{;::·1t·k
)~ f1): ~ 1; t~

i

t

L~:,

J·"·i :-, 1 ,. 1!1711 ''"''"'" I.and C'rit1s<'r with
J··1,IJ1 1· p!11\\ .\j>pi..11'( ~111 . 111111 lllil<'!->. S<llll('
llJ'·, I

11111 ~

\u•!! iJIH i J.!<·1~ }!1111d tni!(' ~t~ f '
IJ( · . . . • 11fh·r J)tl\ 1rl :a;a :!.I0:-1 -t :'B

"JK1111

ft)"

ator 2 years old._ quiet. vpn· good condition
with shelves and tee travs. 6n fv $60.00. Not a
scratch on ii. Call Malt Stoke 11~2. 2-1145. 868·
98~1 4l 25

I

for rent
Summer Sublt't--In Durham. Main St.--UnP
bedroom Apt. . bathroom. living room and
kitchen. Call !l6H·579!l 4/28
Apartment to sublet for summer. Av<\ilabl<'
Jun<:' I. 2 bedrooms. living room. and kitchen . Fiv<' milt's from campus. Barrington.
Pcal'eful. quiet surroundings. f{ent $1!187rno.
plus u!ilitil's. Call after 10 p.m. during we<.'k
and anvl ime on wel'kends. 868-53:37 . -t/28
Sub!<'! ·l\fa~· 15-AugusC :fo. Furrilstied .studio
apartment in Durham. 5 minutP walk to
U1a ~~~; ~~~~ nx~kt ~7~i·n~~l.l 4816t 9795--Scot t
Sumnwr ;,ublet-~Apt. tor rei1·1 ()Ide Ma.dburv
apls .. 2 bdrm. lurnished. $200/ mth. plus utilil1Ps. swimrnir,~ pool. Call Sandy or Lianr al
. 868-!l86:'i or 2-2476. 4/ 28
SummC:i.--stTbieC 19 -Mai-11 St .•ii"me - August
nwn Hl'droom renovated Ballrom circa IH90.
lots or windows . tropical paradisl' for plants
HPnl $125.00 per pPrson. Call 868-2!!4.f Ask tor
Pl'!er.
Summ<.'r Sublet in .Durham--turnished. -1 bedroom--ickal for up lo :3 peopl<'. living room:
kitclwn . sunnv Jg . balcony. Hent negotiable.
AvailablP mi<l-Mav thru Labor Dav Call !l6H·

lJ

2!i02.

i

1

.

5

•

Summer Sublet - I bdrm apt on Main-St. in
Durham. lle<il and ho! watpr included. FurnishPd. Availabll' Mav !:>. Rent $180i month.
Call Chervl nr TPIT\' HG8-7051i . 4/ 21!
F11r sail' . El!'l'll'oplionil' 4 l'ii.111111'! n·r• ·1 1<'!'.
"JMMEH SUHL~T: l'utP Apartn1cnt- in
,\.\ I •F'.\1 radio. 8-lrack p!a~ t'I' <rtk>d c·o11d1:1011 .
,.,'pwmarkl'! - 2 Bdrrn .. Liv .. Kitchen. Balh:
,\1:-.o 4 SjW<ikl'l'!-> ' l'IP!'l l'Ppil11n11· I A!->k 111g s:m
$21~/monl h plus t'iec. Contact Chris or S!Pvr.
('a~! K<irs11·n llo!m Bli2·:!0/!111rlllill·!Hil!!. ~ · 2H
659·2-tli7.
:3 hedro11111 ;1pt . furnish1•d. fireplacl'.
For S;i!p· large• dorlll :-.izc•d n'1ri;.!l'rnlnr .
bathroom. kill'h1•n 1.1" mill's oft-campus.
g1uHI ('OIH!illoll :o;;,:;_ ( ';d! /-l:! tH'il (If" !->1'1' .1111!11
$25!l.OU month incl11rl1rn.! utilities. Call 868:11•1( ;illhs llall. 4 2ll
2129 Pets allowed May I Aug. 31. 4/28
Larg<' furni~ltc·d 4 lwdrnorn housP suiilct for
\11\0L'J',\ XE -i'. :1;, llllll 1·a111l·1-.1 Chu· ,·1·.1r
sunrnwr. av;1ilabl<' May 15-Sepl I. possible
111<1 . aul11111alll' (''<i~N1n·. \\·i th It -Gii 111111 lc-11s
option !or fa!! $:l90/month includes all util:\!,_CJ IJ.t\'(' olil<'I" !t'll"l'S ( ';i!J :\ll'k fi~!l:!JJ/
t 2B
~t~~;dP0~1cfltr-~1:1~·1~;~~t~\~~~~~!'6~11~<)2~tryer lo.Just for ~'OU! A special sublcl-Olll' route wan\l•c ·d ('11mp.i1111•11~h1p'' ll.1\·c· hc •;1utd11! F11!I
ted in a 2 bdrm . apt. loca!C'd in b(•autilul Dlxnl Wt·u11rn·11wr I log \\'d! 1r;11 11<~I and lrwmU\.
town Nwmkt. Ideal !neat ion: on K-van
L1k1•" ""I'll an·;1 In r1111 .ind >'\\'1111 I ';I! !
route: P<' ts welcom!'rt. a11 1urn1shrd.
HliH i'lll!l. \,_k l11r:-i1«111 -ID
Couldn 't ask tor 111on•-call 6:'i!l-:ili2:l. 4/2H
l/111·111 K;1,.,llc · ski:-.\\' "11!>.11111111 il111d111g~ $~11
Sunn~- one ht•droom apartment available
Wintl'r ndi11g hml,., _ sf!('q1ski11 !11H·<i Sm· •iXill
Ma~ · 1'1-SPpl. I !or sul>ll'l. r'urnished. (~uict
llnuil!c• \C'lllc·d rnling ]iil'krl . hill!' \\" ral
location DV<'rlookini:: Mill Pond. 5 minute
1-;r1d1er ::;411. :-it•!n 1<'1' ( ':; 1r11w1. (''\I r;rs llH'!lldt·
walk to campus. Rent negotiable . Call 868·
n·1·d -l'l1pp<·r s2011 . \;111('_1· fi.1!1 -21:1:; l'\ ' <•11111;.!~
:>H:!!J. Kt'l'P Iry1ng. 4/ 28
4 2H
Ap;irtnwnt availabll' tor su11111wr sublPI with
tall option . ;; mile~ lrom l'i1111pus. 2
Custom Hoto-Tilling. J{pasonabit' rates. Td.
, IJertrooms. li\'lng room . kitclwn. w / w C'apPhil Mitchell. -n6-11:1!l!l . .J /2H
P<'ling. lknl IH'gotiabl<'. inctud<'s hot walt'r .
FOH ·SALE: Large rrfngH3tor. Very good
HliH-2 I!IH.
Condit ion. Must sell now 1! Pr ire negoliabl<' .
<'oops .\pt . to Suhlel: Jurw Isl t" Sl'pl 1st :
Conlal't 659·2161. 4/2!)
KPnt 11l'golialJIP. DPnnis 2-lli:!6 or John 2SHELL - 24'x24' acn~ of level l<1nd ·dirt road
1t:l~ . ll6H-!l!lI:l 4/2 1
- private location - 5 miles from LC<' Circlr Thrt••· singl<' rooms: Short Sands ai York
$11,500. Conroy Agency 66.f-269-1. 4/ 28
Beal'h:
l'vlay thru S(•plrmbrr: private bath
SUP EH HIKE will race tough<'sl trails. jump
\\'ilh slwwl'r: light cooking: $:lo p<'r WC'l'k . 1high<.'st jumps. and ll'ar-up curviest road:s.
207
-:l(i:l-28~!1. .
t!Ji7 Yamaha XT-500 singlr cyliml<'r Astruke with long-trav<'i suspension is in supC'r
Desparate! Must Sublet-Leaving Town. 2
shape' Owned. maintainHI. and SPt-up by
BDRM/Living Rm/Kit/Bath . Downtown
NESC Amall'ur M-X racer. Bough! new for
Newmarket. Can Offer Ideal Rent Call Rich
ovpr $J:'i<Kl. With 2700 miles. it's a deal al
or Jim . 659-2606 4/25
$1100 Ask for Steve at t60:l 1 868·2!\62. 4/25
sublet w/ option for fall, own
Sui:ri.mer
CANON FTb with so mrn/l.ll Jens and case
bedroom in two bedroom apt. number 8 25
tor sale. $1:!0 or best offer. Call 2-1:mo or 81iHMain St. Durham. Rt!'ht: $97.50 including
!Jll72 and ask tor f{iek
·
heal. 868-7316. 4/25
Marantz 22:!0 stereo receiver. still under
A(:iartmentIOr.Rentml>ov-er. near Kari
warantee. ExcPllt'nl condition. Phon<' !lliHVan. 3 Bed Rooms, Living Room, Kitchen.
74~7 ask tor .John . .f/ 28
recently remodeled. $215. per month heated.
l>arkroom pquipment: Vivi tar E:l.J Pnlargrr.
Call 742·7908 between 7-9p. m . 4/ 28
~afclighl. travs. stainless slC'l'I tanks ancl
S~miner
-Suble~ 4 people in Durham rl'els. dtl'mirals. easel. most C'V(•rvJhin"
Webster- House . $75 each/mo. Wayne ·!16!1·
n<'edcd to Sl'l up your ll\\'n darkrool'i. Caft
:\1<1n· at H6H-7.fH4 . .f/28
~~5J4j~ --- -- - - - - ----!'or Sale Gibson S.J l>Pluxl' Acousti!' Ciuitar
For Rent-2 bdrm., kit .. !iv., bath:apT.
c'al I Sue - 2· 1:;!1:1. HoH-!178/. 2/:.!!l
$215/mo. incl. heal. Pool, tennis. Dover Kvan Rl. Avail. May 15. Call aft. 5 p.m. 742·
1
1
11
1 1
~,;~~P~:~(·rh~·s~· t;~!~~ut ~ 1ur 1WPi~~rf~,;,zic, ~'.a~.~-e~'. ~,~ 6249.
~JO dl'pl•nding on I inam·e~ . Call lifi.f . :;:\fi:l. 4 2H
0

4 wlwPI drin· 'fi/ Seoul lntl'rnaliorral. Nevn
plmn•d. r:ngllH' 111 r:xt·Pllt•nl ( 'rmdil ion Som!'
l"ll!'I $l\IHl nr l>('sl Pl il'r. BnH-2~.f.f . .f / :18

·.1 (; \J 1dgc·l. lllJISt ;111di11g r1111dit Jiili

:im_
---- ----------- - --- -----FoR SALE: White SANYO 2ft(3l refriger-

86H-~li!>J.

Fnr Salt•: \'oh·p 122~ ust•cl parts . 1%H :-;1
,1·acr. hPdv . Rl'huill and modil"1!'d B-t8 rng111C'
wit'f1 o\'('l:dri1T ,\ch ire and St'l'\'ll'l'ing a\·aii ahll' ('all 2-121!!1 or !HiH 'lftl2 l('a' <' llH'!'sa~e
tor il!'lll'l' 41'..!l! .

l!l/f; KZ.f1W~ Excdl('fll eondition. low mileai;;t»
Luggag<• ral'k $8.'i41 ('all Miki' at l·!l&Vi3:l4. 4128.

I !llili

SUAL 1225 TURNTABLE: F ull y a utomat ic.
P ickering catn dge. m ust sell. As king $70.
~<! IJJ.Lm_-_281_4.,i./Jli______ ·--.
__ . ___ .
Orienta l Rugs . collector wis hed to sell .. buv
a nd excha nge rugs. Preferably ol d . triba l.
all wool const ruclron. Ca ll evenmgs or weekends 546-8190. 4/28
197Tvar11c1ha 5oo.1fftieWTtll wi n<lsliici<l. -Excellent condit ion. $650. 436-6776. 4/25
~!ereo. For saie.- E 1ectrnillio1lic -c-Ex-ceITel11
Condition > Turnatable. 8-Track Player/Recorder. AM/F M Radio . Asking Only $135.00
Call 742-9461 or Stoke 2IH. 4/28
Bralifl'iew -coforl'V-----oniv ·5 ·inontii-sOi(f.
Brand: Sonv KV1215 Trinitr"on Plus. Asking
$280.00 Calf Mohammed at 2-1132 Rm. 20i

i~':Tocl ':~~w~:,,. f{ ~11111· \'rh~~:-;~~i~11~ I."-,~~·~:;,/ 1 ~1i~t~;i

li-l Hamhler s2rn1.oo Six l'yi; ··d('I', gooct lll'('S
- ;:nd h11d_,._ runs wl'il. VPrv <•('penclabk• and
l'hl'ap lranspc>rlation Cai) ah<1Ul !i a.m. or
J:! p.111. l1•an• m<•ssagP ii not hPlllP r,;;9.t;:l8:i.

HEILBRONNER
continued from page 3
clear writing is a basi~ skill to
be expected of collegeistu_dents.
·holds· ihem tip to tha"t
expectation.
" I tell my students at the
beginning of a course 'You 're
gaing to fl unk this course if you
don 't lea r n to wr ite.' I see
language as verbal mathematicsif you use the wrong word in
the wrong way then the theorem
is incorrec t.''
Heilbronner said "I see,a great
importance in the passing on of
knowledge, or at least a small
part of it, from one generation
to another."
His speech is colored by a
slight accent that amounts to
a staccato emphasis on consonants, wn1cn serves n1m well
oratorically.
"I know a teacher who everyday before class has butterfli es .
For 20 years. Some people never
get over it. They've probably
made the wrong choice in becoming teachers.
"But before class I feel great.
I look forward to going into the.
HEILBRONNER, page 18

Summer Sublet--Furni slwd apt. in W<•hste r
Appt . to s ublet . DURHAM, either 1 lg . rm .
housl'. Kit d1<.'n. bat h. large livingrnom. I
w1tb ki t. and bat h-$100: or 2 lg. r m s with kit
b<.'droom . w/w carp<>ti ng. NePd two..1woplt>
a nd bath - $200. Eac h rm has private entranAva ila b! P J une - Aug. Ca ll Leslie !!'02-:lO<n.
ce. WILL NEGOCIATE ! Call Roz or Abbi
H68-9H!O.
!!68-9703. 2-2467
SUMMER SUBLET fo r up to 6 people~ ' SUMME R ROOM Av AILABLE-at TauKai21 Main St.. 4 bedrooms . 2 bathrooms;
pa Epsilon : F or Info rma tion call 862· 1300'5r
fire places, w/w ca rpeting, dishwasher,
··1:11 .. ~872. Ask for_George..Qr R ick _4f~- _
washmg machine. m odern kilchen fac ilities.
livi ng room.i.. 2 floor s. very spacious.; pa rtly
Summ<'r
SlllJll'l --top llnor nl hoUSl' in N<>wfurnis hed. n ent negotiable. Avail. June 1 ma rk t>t :1 milt's from llurham at K· \'an
Aug . 31. Call Di ane 868-7458. 4/25
stop.
par!
ial ly rurnis hrd. l \\'() l)('df'Onms.
Summer Sublet - furn ished house a t 27
porch. garrll'n. $!!JO/ mo. 1wgot iable. ('all .Jon.
Mai n St., Durha m . 4 bedrooms, livingroom,
.
(i'i!!-:!0:16
.
.f
/
2'i
den, cellar . bathroom. $415/month. 868-9656.
I
4/25
. Ahh1 or Km. . H!iH-970:!. 2-2467 Nl'Pd 1 roomRooms to rent at Kappa Sigm a for the
mall' lo share sunn;• appartmPnl on c;ar w mmer. Singles $16, doubles $12 per person
rison AV!' .. I >UH HAM. Summrr onlv. $J l:l mo.
a week . Call now for best choices. Ask
will ·negot i<il<'! In!'. lg kit .. 2 rrnims. hath.
for Richard Boyd 868-9717. 2-IH22 Interlg porch. 4/ 2K
~JIIJ!!!S~-~4/~2~5~~~-

Summer Sublet: May 12 - Aug 31. 9 Wood man
Rcl._Durham Apt. 115· 118 Spacious. furnished
apt. with full kitchen and · bath. $200/mo.
includes all utilities. Call Deb or Judie
868-5761. 4/28
Apartment to sublet tor summer. Avai lable
June I . 2 bedrooms, living room, and kit·
chen. Five mi les from campus. Barrington.
Peaceful, quiet surroundings. Rent $Illlllmo.
plus utilities. Call after IO p.m. during week
and anytime on weekends. 868-5337. 4/28 __
For sublet June through August. with option
for fall lease: 2 bedroom apartment. w/w
carpeting sun deck, on Mam Str"!et Newmarket. (jreat hitching location . $230/mo ..
includes heat and hot water. 659·2896. 4/28
Sublet May 1 - August 31 A;.iartment on cam·
pus. completely furnished and spacious.
Rent negotiable 868-5688 Dave or Pau14/28
Apart~~nt for Summer Sublet; Fa~
location; next to "Jaso ns." Main St .. : ·

Durham. Very. reasonable rent, 1 large

bedroom, 1 cozy livingroom, and kitchen .
Call Kyle 868·56IH 4/28
Summer Sublet - Sunny, furnished a pt: for
two, perfect location in downtown Durham.
available May 14 to Sept. 1 Rent negotiable.
Call Nancy 868-5190 or Xathy Room 313 868·
9754 4/25
•
Summer Sublet. June f - Aiig.31, with option
for fall. 2 bedroom apt wiUi spacious hving
room and sun deck. Main st. Newmarket.
great hitching location. $210 per month. Call
.
Mike: 659-2896 4/24
Summer sublet: sunny, three room unfur·
nished a partment 2 minute walk fr om downtow n D u rham. I,,a n rn va r.Q. p l~ntv pt
privacy Pets OK. No safety deposit Part
of large house. May-Sept. Calf 868-579(:. 4/25
SUBLET: Durham Web~ter House. Sur.ny
two bedroom, semifurnish~d _kitcheni &
livingroom . Four people $75.00 each. Oiwn
sun aeck. Available May 15· Sept l~ Call
Sharon or Maureen. 868-9781 or Caryl 868. 9812. 4/25
Summer sublet-Apt. for rent. Olde Madtiurv
apts. 2 bdrm. furnished. $2001mth. pli1s
utilities. swimming pool.. Call Sandy or Liane
at.81i_8::J!86'1 or 2-2476.
Apt ~To--SubletMay-Sept 2 Bectrms., bath~
livingrm. & Kitchen 3 mi. from campus. On
Kari-Van
Fully
Furnished.
Rent
-

....

•

.J

.....

.

·-

~e~sona..QL~,_9_\ ll li~J-2836 4_/~-- -

Summer Sublet Mc\YT.t:' Aug-.-30_ E_x_c_e _lle_n_t
location corner Madbur:ii and Garrison Aves.
5 min walk lo T-Hall, Bdrm .. liv/kit, bath.
porch. yard , parking. Semi-furnished: 2-3
p~~ c~ll 868·5729 4~2.8
Summer Sublet. 1 bedroom Apt. Furnished.
Sunny. Full kitchen. 2 blocks from campus.
r~ul868-5896 _____________
Summer SutiletJ May 15-August 30. Nicely
furnished moaern a part m ent in Quiet
building in Durham. Faculty or Grad
Student Preferred. $195 plus electr ic. !l68fill31 4/28
Apt . on Woodman Rd. tn ~"hi<'! Jurw · Aug
Unlurnislwd $10i.:iO / mo 1ncluclf's 'heat and
eler. Cal! Binn~· at H68-!J(i(i2.
Summer Sublet - small house with lan.!e lawn.
manv trees, in Durham, 2 levels one bed·
rooni . 11v. Kt. !ii:LOU/ monll1 plu~ u1111t1Ps . Vall
Nancy or Pal 8li8-2:'il6.
Summer Sublet .. Sunny, furnished apt in
W2bster House. Durham. Lge living rm., 2
bdrms w/w carpeting, kitchen, bath.
sunroof. Available June-Aug. 31. $320/month. Call Mary, Carolvn 868-9705 862-~liiL 4/28
SUMMER SUBLET WITH FALL OPTION.
Apartment 5 miles from campus. ~
bedrooms, living, bath. and kitchen.
Ava_ilabl_!!_l\:12.Y,.21, cal~ Ken or Bop ~~·2303 .
!--.11111111('1' Suhll'! w1t;i!! opt Siurlio <IJ?arlnn·nl ·
29 Main St.. Room tor I or 2. -Part Iv furni~IH·rt. ~J:ifl ' nHmlh l'a!! Hlill-i':i:i/. 4 '~H ·

Sum111l'r suhlPI in N('w111arkl't. ~t·w sliding
Hock Apa11rnmts. I )('h. I»!~~ or CaU1 fGl-71Nil.
Jurnislwd. :l lx•droo111. l'<ll'(J<'ting. deck. t1·11nis
1·11urts. \\'nods !oral io11--1war Kan \ 'an' ,\ \'AILABLE ,Jun!' Isl. :11x•n;1ms-$lia eal'h . 4 2H
FOHMHr;NT-· Forl'sl l'ark ,\parlmt•nts has
a t11·0-bP<h·oon1 ;ipart>nt•111 i11·aiiahl1• as ot
April 14. l!l/H. Th<· ,\parlnwnt 1s ~twl'iall~
Pqu1ppPd tor a parapa!c·e1r. For!'sl J'ark 1:-.
dl•s1g1wd to lll<'l'l l ht• 'Tari llll'lll ll<'t'd'- 111

~1~\ 11'!~~ ~I~~;: l~l 1 :11 t'l 1:~~~~1~~1::1 t'.~ ::!'~\i;;~ ~'fi.i:i:i~~J\':~
1

Srltnol i.e. lead1ing l'!''-l'arl'h ;i;-,s1:-.lants .
Sill .111111110111 h all ul ilil it':-. 1nl'!U<h·d. For n111n·
1n1"11nnat ion t•onl m·t .Jut• All!< Ii 11. Von•st Park
:\Janagt•t» B111!d1ng tfi . l'or<'sl !';irk Hfi2 - D-l~.
hdnn• l\la\· :>. J!li'X ~ 2H
For s11111 nwr Sui>!Pt: ~H Bagdad Hd . Apl . I! :1
sll!d10 apl. turn1sh<'d 4 111i11. \\ .ilk 111 l'al!IJlll'- .
i»';;;~·~_'!l~~<f~li;Ji1!1• . C'1>1lH' I>> or l'a!I HfiH 71li:l
St111111H'I' sul1!c·I 11·1fa!I option in l>m·1·r~ lg. l1<'dl'OPlll . lg . kill'lu·n qn Kan·\ ·an rnule
$!!Ci, mo . ea!! 7-1:1-2001 a,.k lor lk<' ll1·1· or
l,inda412H

(;rP<il llt•<1I' .f i)('droom Apt with Jivmg room .
dining room. kitrhl'n and hath Mos(I~· tur·
nislwd'. In llcl\'1•r on Kari -\'a11 roull' . Onlv
$1~0 . 110 pl'!' mnnlh ! ('al! 7'12 -74~1i . .f / ~H
.
Sn1g!t• Hmm !or U1(' ;,um111t'r starti.ng .hnw·Jst.
$!111 a 111ontlt. l 't1liti<•s im·Judt•d C'all f<'dix
XfiH-:17li:->. also a1>artnw11t lor H1111111<•r wilh
»ptio11 tor lhP Jail (Stwlio '·'pt• . 4128
'i11111111cr :-.ul>ll'I · I lwdro111 apt. on M;1111 SI..
l l11rha111 l'arl!v Jurn1siJ1•<I. ;11·;11J;Jl1!t• 1111cl Ma\'
l11!\· $ll)01m1" & el<'!' . ( 'a!I '.\k!is:--,1 !ltiH !1Hii:1
11r {z4i'li. 4 , W
Sul111nt•r Sulil<'l · !'lean. :! hl'dru1111ls. l11·i11g
nx>111. kill'i1t•11. bath. In 1>11rltan1. C '011H•iX'r<lll'd
launrlr\' and slor.ig<' in lias!'nll'nl · /><_1rkin!!
l'art1;dl_\' t11r11ishl'd. 2 nr :1 p1•op <' lltJJ\'
$221l/n1011lli i11clud<'s heal & hol \\alt'r. !'all
( 'Jlld~-: !Ci:l 1111' Chris 1 lliOJ . 4t2H
St1111111er suhlN-<l room cI ht•drnom 1 apart ·
nit•nt l'ios<' lo campus in Dud1a111. Furn1:-.lwd
$1/0/ nw ; 1wgntiahk • & pl<•rtnrit,·. ('all Max
or t 'harl ii' HliH-:l'iH:i.
Sumlll<'I' subl(•I: Ma~· J:i-Aug. :11 w/ opl tor
l;t!I. 2 hdrms. kithr. Iii-. r111 . and hath.
10 111in. walk Jo T-llal!. H!'lll inc!udPs Hml
and hot water . No p(•ts--H!iH·:.!!Jli2··Hcnl. N!'go.
.f 12H
Summer sublet - in Durham, on Main Sl. 2
big rooms, kitchen, bathrm; unfurnished
June I - Aug. 31; rent negotiable · roughly
$250/mo.; Call Alyssa or Margaret: 1168-9828
. or 2· 1663. 4/25
summer sli6ief:- Fa1l option. -$.92.5oi month.
Female needed for 4-person. 2-bedroom apt.
6 Main St .. Apt. I. Durham. Call 8611-5024.
4/28
ToSublet: 21icdrooin-apl..TullY. furnis!leit. in
Dover on Kari-van route. Available Mav 15 ·
August 31. Includes pool and tennis courts .
Rent $17Q. Call 742-8235. Ask for Bob, Bruce,
or Terrv. 4/28
RC>() Ms fm·- ffie.
mer $20 week. for . a
s ingle. $30 a week for a double per room. Kit·
chen privileges included . ACACIA !<'rater·
l!i!.Y _86_2:.l~SJ4. 4 l2~ - - . - - --- To Rent: Summer Sublet: Bl'ginning in June
to end of August cDal<'s negotiable 1 2 bedroom most furnished apt. in Durham at thl'
Red lowers. 300/month and utililiPs !negotiable> call 659-2:156 or 778-7228. BPl"ore 10
o.m. J\sk fQr Rich - Krt>p trying. 4 / 2~

sun1

a

Summt•r Sublet June-Aug. across !rum
Franklin Thealr<'. Durham . Bdrm . liv .. kit .
bath. $200/mo. Call H6H-9712 ask for Sui· 114.
4/25
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Apartments for Rent
May 15 through Sept. 1
At: Lamda Chi Alpha
10 Madbury Road

UNH BOOKSTORE

I
..I

I

SCHROEDER
I
continued from page 2
1·
vent tuition increase. "We held I
it off as long as we could;" he I
I
said.
"But, we'd be hurting without I
it," (tuition increase), he said.
I think it's necessary--if tuition
didn't~o UP there'd be cut-backs."
Schroeder, who is from S~n
claiiville, New York, said ·he ·ffiinkS·
the out-of-state 'tuition increase
is unfair. "Ours has gone up
$1500- wliile in-state has risen 1'
$125-."
-- --~
- 1'
"I would like to see more ,1
emphasis put on commuters and I
transfers," Schroeder said. "They I
are a special group of students
that have different needs and
I think its time to address those
needs.
Transfers are almost auto- .I

'78 Calendars
r

a

for planning
for diary recording
for expense accounting
''And some for framing''

These are apartments with living room,
kitchen, and private baths. For 1
to 4 people.
Reasonable rates - 2 minute walk
to Main St. - Call 862-1290 ·

Appointment Books
assorted sizes/prices
all at 50% off
Specialty Jewelry also 50% off

THE GRFAT BAYTRADER ·
L€f ~Arne ClRCL€

Lff.NH

!uNH
BOOKSTORE
.,

matically commutcra and thllt

compounds their problems."
Schroeder commutes from Dover.
"There is a Commuter Center
iproposal out,'' . Schr_oeder. said,
"and I would like to see that
pass.''
Schroeder said he does not
anticipate any major problems.

Hewitt Hall

I

862-2141

I
f

I A University owned non-profit faci,lity
located on campus to serve you 1
•~.--~~-----~7--~~--=----------4 1
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summer Sublet - Durham. two t>ectrooms,
kitchen, and large livingroom. Partiall~ furnished. Access Io garage. Rent negotiable.
Call 868-7163 4/28
·
Summer Sublet: Olde Madbury Lane Apts ..
Dover. Rent negotiable call 749-4169. 4/28
Sunny spacious two-bedroom apartment for
sublet June 1st thru Sept 1st witn J'.all opti,on.
On Kari-van route, country setting, swimming pool. Call 742-5162. 4/28
Summer Sublet Cresent House 37 Madbury
Rd. 2 bedrm. living room and kitchen, furnished. 4 people. 300/mo. plus elec. Call
Becky or Mary Rm. 217 868-9705, 2-2161,
June-Aug. 4/28
COOPS Summer Sublet - 2 levels - living
room - kitchen - bedroom with sunporch - full
bath - fireplace. Short walk to classes. Call
Sarah. 868-9852 or Janice 862-2605. 4/28
Apartments for rent May 15 - Sept. 1 at Lambrla Chi Alpha 10 Madbury Rd. These are
apartments with tivingroom, kitchen and
private bath for 1 to 4 people - call 862-1290.
4/28
Summer Sublet with Fall option. 2 bedrm,
living rml kitchen, swimming pool. Olde
Madbury ane. Call 742-9489. 4/28
SUPER Summer Sublet! 1 or 2 bedrm, living
room kitchen, bath. Wgoqman Ave.,
o·urh~m. --Large modern, new .. Kitchen
livingroom. bath. $215/month (includes
•everything) 1or2 pe<>ple. Contact Zoe <Rm.
. 9J 868-9763 or Barb (rm. 219> 868-9726)
4/28
- - - - - - -·
Apt. to sublet -June-August 39 Main---sf~
Durham. Four rooms, partly furnished Utilities included, rent ne otiable. Call 868-9814
or 2-1135 and askJo
J4artha. A!?.a. .

roommates
Roommate needed-May-8ept.-2 b..."<iroom furnished apartment in Newmarket. $100/mo.
Call Jam1e--evenings. 659-2463 4/25
· Roomate Wanted-$75/month Wall to Wall
carpeting. partially furnished, obligation MayAugust 64 Main Street, Newmarket. 659-2061.
4/28.
SEX: Male/female roommate wanted to
share spacious 2 bedrm. apt. for summer.
Excellent location in Durham--renCnegot1able. Call 868-5506 keep trying. 4/28.
Need Fmle roommate to share apt. on
Woodman Rd. $107.50/mo includes heat and
electricity. Responsible for lease from June.
to June. No Car. Call _~inny at 868~!_)66-:_
Quiet, reserved', non-smoking male roommate needed for summer.·May rent already
12ai.<:Land. call mo'IU! in ~r _final§~,RY.la.ski
, Dr. Apts., Newmarket -·on Kari-van route.
uwn-mmroon1,··1~omn, -D::tcn- ~l:!n:
$80 per month plus electricity, phone, call ·
Bill. 659-3728. 4/28
Female roommate wanted for apt in Dover
on Kari Van Route. Own bedroom - Apt.
furnished - call 749-3368 Evenings $125/mon.
4/28
)

personals -_

rides

lost & found

Come

Personwanterl for- campground· custodial '
work--salary plus campsite. Also pool and
snack bar attendant--salary plus campsite.
207-339-9630. 4/28

Services

___

ads_·~~~~~~~~

Wanted: Part time cocktail waitresses.
LOsT: Fine gold chain bracelet of great sen:
Portsmouth - I need a summer sublet or even
Memorial Day thru Labor Day. Rock Bands.
timental vaule. LARGE REWARD for
-share aoartment for summer. Roommates
t!..xperience Preferred. Interviews only the
return. Call Debby at 2-2172. 4/28
'
leaving? Call Jeff 436-5798. 4/25
Sand Dollars. York Beach. Maine. ContaCt
LOST: Gold colored 1968 Charloltle C.LT.
Grateful Dearl ticket(sl wanted for anyBruce Smith. 4/25
Besbeldall
watch.
Reward
for
any
mformawhere on East Coast tour. If you have a
WANTED - w A-=1T"--R~E=s~s=E=s,....=w~A~1=T=E=RS~B""'A""'R;o;-tion._ Please.contact Kirk 868-5495. 4/28_
ticket for me I will !Jay for ticket and offer
TENDERS FLOORMEN at the brothers 4.
ride. Please call Alilen at 868-9883 until 10
Call 1-899-8671 for appoitment. 4/28
p.m.4/28
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English conversawanted: one copy of 1974 Gr;-nite. Reward
tion. No experience. degree. or Japanese reoffered. Please call 659-2018. 4/28
Co11gralulat'ions to all our nl'W sistl'rs of
quired. Send long! stamped self addressed
Rider wanted to share driving to Tucson
Phi Mu: Sue. Marie. JC'nnifer. Sharon. Chris.
envelope for deta1 s. Japan-322, 411 W. CenArizona.
Leaving
on
May
15
or
16.
call
868Josi<'.
Mary. l.RSlie. Mary Ann. Betsy. Maril:yn.
!&L_Ceq1ralia, WA 98531 4/28 __ _ __ __
7143 after 5 p.m. ;i/28
Nancv. GemainC'. EZ. and Donna. Your<'
Summer work-study: 20-35 hours/week. May
Wanted:
10
speed
bicycle.
Need
soon
for
bike
the
l.iest.
get psvched for NC'xl Year!!!
15-Sept. 1. $3.00/hr. Office experience and
trip. Please call Julie at 659-2336. 4/28
Have a -great sunlmC'r. Lovl' all th<' Sisl<'rs
famillarity with of~ice mac_hines .r.equested.
of
Phi
Mu
.
4/25
Wanted:
Golden
retreiver
puppy
to
buy.
Min. 45 wpm. Duties: typmg, f1lmg,,_ tranShots and papers requested. Please phone:
scribing tapes. answering telepnones,
Margo
Charron:
How does it feel to be under
868-7125.'-".4"-'(2,,,55'----------:-:---:-general office errands. See Phyllis Foxall.
cupiil's magic spell? Put nutrition aside. 'the
Wanted--rider to share expenses on leisurely
Marine Program Building, room 201. 4/28
.FBI needs a new agent. From Your Friendly
trip to calif'.--through Appalachian .Mts ..
Help wanted: summer exploymenl. New resFoot Spy
.
Colorado. Southwest. Plan to stay w / friends
taurant in Portsmouth area. Exp. fry cook.
or camp out along the way. Leaving April-May.
Bruce, Rich. and Shwan - any time you want
good pay good hours. Call Portsmouth 436Call Shelley 436-7652. 4/28
a fun time at. thP ~;u::h w•»rP, uo fnr it 6674 ask for Chris. 4' /28
Here's to second semester memiors. We love
Helo Wanted: Waterfront director f11r. .J11lv
Tneed
-a
sun1mer
s-ublei"
or•
Pf>RTSMOUTH:
it. 4/2'll
.
.
and August work study available, m1i:-: a~e
even share apartment for summer. Room2f: Please contact : Pam Van Wyck. 87 High
Birthday
Robin.
we:d
like
to
make·
.Happy
mates
leaving?
Call
Jeft
436-5798
.
-t
/
28
St. Portland, Me 04101 c/o camping proa sundae on you. Hold oft on the nuts.
gram. 4/28
Boomer and his Dad.
Single Apar!ri1ent wanTerl~-For ~limm_erar.d
Mother of 2 seeks child care and light housefall.
Responsible
male
would
like
kitchen.
To
mv favorite Italian. Thanks for the cake
keeping for the summer in excnange for
living. bedroom. unlurms~ed. qwet. Ip Durham
decor·ating lessons and my secret cakc.Lova
room and board. Flexible days and hours. . near campus; or on Kan-Van route. ReasonCheesecal<:e.
Week-ends off. Beach near by. West
ably priced. Call Dave. 868-9826. 4/ 28
Newbury, Mass. 617-363-5115 evenings. 4/28
GO NUTS with an orange ball. Gl'I on!' for
Student flying to Tampa or Sarasota soon
your car antenna. CB antenna. pencil or
wanted to accompany our delightful five
for a friend. Available in the MUH . Onty·
year old son on the flight down wliere he will
a nickle.
be met by grandparents. We'll pay $10 for
NEED a Ride to Nashua Friday April 28.
your help. C"gll 1?64-5563. 4/28
_
To-The--E~Hardt Floor 2 Boys. Blah-hlah.
Will pay my portion of gas. Can leave anytime
blah-blah. From your favonle girls. 4/211
ACTIVISTS---we need hard-working. comafter 12:30. Also neea a litt from Nashua
mitted people. For canvassing. petilioning.
to Durham Sunciay evening . April 30. Contact
AH.MY'Irm'C
Cade~~ bOnn-~i=-~t tfie Sj)nng
and fund raising. Long hours. reasonabff'
Kathy. 868-2962. 4/ 25
Picnic on Ap~. ~9 1~78 _at Maclbui·v Fl<'ld.
pav. Plenty of Job satisfaction. Call J'he
I:l:OO
7:1>0.
Rain
date May 2. 1978. Shuttle
Granite ~·fate Alliance <600l 627-4439 Manchester
· van trom ouiJning every'~ hour unlil 1-1:30.
4/:111
Bring Sports ('(]Uipmenl.
.
"W~nl lo spemf-thissumm-er - saili11g tli'e
Xanadisc record & tape store has moved..
The biggest blast ever ~t UNH w/ Tlw
Caribbean? The Pacific? Europe? Cruismg
from State St. to Market St.4/28
Shane Champayne Band TONITf<.:1 at Phi
other parts of the world aboard sailing or
· Mu Delta - See you there- 4/2!i
power yachts? Boat owners need crews 1
Lost - 'wa1fe-Cii1Flef<fifoi:is_e _l1eeci · badly.
I 'l,'othe_ ~rothPrs of .Phi Mu lklta : «ongratuFor free information. send a 13c stamp lo
has evervthing I own. Return lo 659-2084 or
l~t1_ons a~d hc•st ot .lu('k on _vour 11peon1irw
Skoko. Box 20855. Houston. Texas 77(}25" 4/28
Field House Locker Room. B.F. 4/ 28 .
pa1 ty lo111ght teaturmg a J><lWl'rhous1· rock 1;1
roll
band, b<:'er8. Qonl'ir~ an_rl a full har.
wanted: summerwillress~-Soph.& -::frS.-.
Lost: 12/7 /77 (first snow storm> a small gold
TIJCre 1s no doubt_ m our mm<l~ UJat vou
housing available. apply Jolly Green Pub
crest ring with date and initials inside.
throw
the best .Parl1C's on campus. Go w1lfl.
1 144 Ashworth Ave . Hampton Beach. N.H.
Vicinity Ham-Smith. NHH. Stillings , Scott,
The Brof hers ol PIKE. -t/?.5
Sat. Aprill 22. from 12 p.m. - 2 p.m.4/25
Great Sentimental value. Large reward.
'f(f ALL RESIDENTS OF U)f{D HALL:
Please call 868-,,,2885=:....·4"-/=28"------~---,,
Vote for a man of confidern.:e & eimcriPJlt'P
Help w anTed:c'lisToillaT-workers -secoiid
Found behind Stillings, very young female
Bob Macintosh wants to be YOUR new PQRM
shift. 20 hours a week. $2.42 per hour plus
pup. Black and brown, white tips on feet and
PHESIDENT! Vote for Boob!!' 4/21
gratuities . Inquire Roger Belinger. New
tail & breast. No collar. Call 868-5990 or 868England Center. Durham. N.H. 4/28
9883 Bettv.
:.
___ _ -to -·the Non-talent Varlctv Sh(m· in
JOE SUPPLE (alias flex) Wish you
Devine Saturday night at 8: :10 p.m. Watch
worf study- Jobssummer i 911n 571S::~975-;
were here. Come to NH before May 15 when
your friends make' fools or themsl'lves. Part
Clerk-Receptionist in DCE Acadenm: Advising,
we go on the road. We're thinking of you~ ' or Arca II Programming Hoard Spring
Brook House. Mon-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Pay
MUCH LOVE, Holly and Sally 4/24
r - Weekend 1 4/25
$2.75/hr. Possible continuation partime durmg
'
I
fall semester. make application 1mmed1ately
at Brook House or call 862-1548. 4/28 ·

In Durham - Need 3-4 roommates to share
house at 13 Mill Rd. For summer only.
$70/month includes utilities. Call · between
5-7.:. ~8~4_8~:.qreat Location.
' TYPING of these, resumes, reports, cprrespon!lence, on I~M Correctif!g Selectr\c,
'choice of style/pitch. by experienced busiFemale roommate -needeif'i.n Newmarket,
ness teacher/secretary. Fast; efficient, reaMay 1 - Sept. I. $100/mo. incl. everything.
sonalbe dependable. Call Diana Schuman
Own room. If interested call Connie 659-5882
Univers'ity Secretarial Associates. 742-4858.
or Kate 742-7093. 4/28
4/28
M/F Roommate wanted - non smoker lar·g e,
Racquet Stringing for tennis ..racquetball. ,
quiet, sunny, newly done over apt. - own
squash. $8 to $10 for Tournament nylon
room, back yard, storage, Kari-Van. Avaia.Forest Hills, Head nY1u11 Blue Star. Racque1
able May 1. 125/month includes utilities - call
grips $3.50 IMMEDIATE SERVICE! Ken
K_en 742-]177 evenings. 4/25
,
__ __ 'I: ,
;
Summer Sublet in Durham.Wanted 2 Female Brewer, Lord 207 2-1634. 4/28
.
BASEBALL
2 yrs interm-ural experience
roommates to shai:e 3 bedroom apartment
with 2 girls in Coops. Rent $68 ea/mo. in- <never missed garilel desperately need to be
cludes everything. Call Liz or Connie at drafted to good summer league team
Oeft/centerfielderl. Afternoon practiee O.K.
868-9834 or 2-2137. ;i/28
Please call Skip 749-3367 after 5 p .m. 4/28 ·
Painting - Interior and exterior, any special
commission such as murals,._ landscapes.
Waitress needed now and for summer at
portraits. References upon request. Profes- 'I
restaurant m Strawberry Banke. Call 436sional quality competitive prices. Help out a
9641 ask for Bictor or stop by Victory Resstudent. Carol Lavoie 659-3138. 4/28
taurant. State Str. Portsmouth. 4/28
1-'a11nmg: Houses. outside or m, cabfns, .j·
Rewarding exhausting summer with special
outhouses , Yurts, whatever. Also portraits,
needs chilaren: LincOln Hill, a residential
landscapes. murals, whatever you want.
education camp in Foxboro. seeks counFourth year of independent contracting.
selors. Office: 14 Somerset St.. rm 106.
Help a student this summer. Carol Lavoie
Boston, Ma . 367-3479, Call Mon-Wed-fri. 4/28
659-3138 4/28
· Experienced Partime Bartenrler needed.
Typing :~r:eiters:ResumeS: Theses. 20 years
Please apply to Rich at Flagstone. Newington
experience. Call 749-2692, 4 /2~ _ _
I' , -~.1 _.. __
NM Wecfnesday April 26 between 6 p.m . anci
9 p.m . Perfect schedule for summer school
·
stµdent. 4/ 2S
Wanted - Eligible work-study student to work
WANTED APARTMENT IN N.Y.C. AND/OR
15 (plus ) hours a week, (evenings & SatFEMALE ROOMATE to share apartment.
urday! as watchman at the JacK:son EsRect:ntly
employed by NY firm and need to
tuarine Laboratory. Must have own transportation . Be availabfe to start work 13 May 1978. · find a olace to live in Manhatten. Would consider
a
Summer
Sublet t09 in N.Y.C. Ca ll ,
Contact Mr. Burnett. 2-2175 .
-Adria 868-2661 4/ 28 _

-- _.helP_wapted

..
camping Equipment - Canoes· ~
'
:-Tents, Fistting Tackle, Back Packing. DroP-in to see us.

·

Annual flea Markl't April 2'1th Vorl·sl Park
Apts. Oil Colll'ge Kd .. Durham . IO a.111. - :i p.111.
SonH'thing lor l'VPl'ymw. -t /~8
To thl' PIKf<: slPl'p.v lwads--111a.v Sllt'l'l's!"
l'Ollll' to vou as tast as sll'l'fl did. ('ongratulalmns! l<'rom Pat & Hila PS Villi lalk in
rnur sll'l'P -tf2;,,
.
(earl~·r i...•ractuation' 'G<'t
>svclH'O l«ir ycitfr (np lo V<"gas . llavP fun'
\ 'II miss not havl'ing vou around. Love
always Fat Hatt .Jr . .t/ 2!i ·

I l.Jc>bbie Hatt :· Happy

Marie>. Hop(' you find vour Plusivl' hut t<"rl lv.
L<"t Ill(' know how 1l1ings gc,'. N<•il -t/2;,
To 111.v Mommie. Man-. vou've hl'l'fl thl'
1-!l'C'alcst friend and moi11 that a pledge and
a 1ww SISTER eould l'Vff have. Mv tondl'sl
nH·111oril's ot ('hi() will alwavs ini·lude Ill\
lrnws with you. Th;1nks tor ('\'frvthing . Lo\'l:.
t«·gina I watch tor 111~· wink 1-t i :!·;,
To Mighty land 1i1:1sten--You 111akC' llll' \ ' ('I'\'
h;ipp)-'. I t·ouldn'I 111akt it wi01out \ ' 011 . Lo\·(·
J>. -t/ 2!i
·
1

alway~.

To <'huek. Ivan. Dav!' Igo nuts with oranp·
h;ilts r. Kl'lly. K<"n . Durk . Kim. Doug. 1\111Kl'
Larrv. Cindv. Th<' Norst'111<111 ('rc•\1·s and
('\' ('6'011(' whi1 gan' Ill(' a rantast i(' hirl hda~·- 
L~1.:;1i~~ :::;-~~·on'Vl'r--yn11 gu~·s an• llw grmtl'sl ~

Hopil' and Hl'lz. What a vear~ S-4 has hl•t•n
fabulous. vou guvs arP th<; ht•sl' Mam· I hanks
tor hPing'llw 8pl'cial lri<·nds that \'. ou hoth
;m· Lovp GC'nil' -t/2:i
·

'nm~• H. "J·octa_y ·s vow· Day M1S8 - Bw1wv ...
"On"ratulations to t1w fan10i1s B.F .A. and iiw
.v<'lfrpnownpd NC'wport arl isl i who h<tfijlt'lls
o 1>1• my most sp<'CJUl frit•nrt C'\'l'I'~ 1 t ;im
. o \'<'l'Y proud ot you. LovP. <i .A.
!Pth--anotlwr emmtdown' ~As soon as \'Oil
igurl' out Whl'll _vou'll t1nallv h<• dorw. \\:(' · !!
.o ii up. Wishing vou th<" li<·st in tlw linal
11aysahead. Your N<•w Ho111111att'. -l •:.>!i
JO lhe lovl'lv u.z.·s--Calll\', I>cbh1e . Dolt.
Slrnron .. Jan<;. Diarw and f;alt\' . Thanks tor
a supl'r 1i1111· al th<' Ha111acli1. ·w(' lon•d !hr
St•nda\' SunrisP' (;l'I ps_vdwd lor ;1 ,_,.r,.:1t
t timeFriciaynight. YourP.D.D.'s4/25
llapp,v Birlhda.\ · to th<' d1il'k \\'ilh thl' ni('('
hod in :11!1 H1tdwock Thi:-; \'Par has hl't'll
tlw bt'st. Fall' came OV<'r toclav - vou hlC'w
_ii 1 ! ! 1 lovl' ya. "lloomil'". 4125 · ·
What ar<" votl doing Salurda\· nigh!., ( '11111c lo
ill<' Arl'a li l'rogramming l~oarcl !\lovi<'~ al
ll<V.cl Ion Patio/ - "l>di\'l'IWK~ · -" and "Stunnwr
of '-t2" - Frl'l' - l<'rom 7 p.m. on. Also Arl'a II
and MLIS<J oresenl an (lt1ld•1or ('onel'rt.
Saturdav art<'i:nnon in East / Wpsl !'ark~ ('ome
and celebrat<' Art•a II Spring Wt'1 kPml. 4/:lC,
1

pr•p•kl ela11 ad ferm
.. .
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comics
by Debbie Blood
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collegiate crossword
8

9

10

11

ACROSS

12

15

33
38
43

62
68
70
©Edward Julius, 1975

Collegiate CW75-23

1 Chess maneuver
l Argentine plains
13 Singer Manchester
14 Anticipated
.16 Embed
17 Go off on a 18 Frequent fable
animal
19 Relative of the
weasel
21 Student group
22 City in Connecticut
·
(2 wds.)
26 Dangerous-game
players
29 Superlative suffix
30 Bridge bid
33 Ballplayer Gene~
35 Tenn
38 Prefix: within
39 Gone by
41 Rather
42 Street, for short
43 Parker Brothe'ts
product
46 Strikes
48 Jazzman Bola 49 One of the Seven
Dwarfs
51 Concerning
52 Quivering
55 Pine Bluff's state
(abbr.)

HEILBRONNER
continued from page 16
classroom.
"You see. when vou reallv come
good
down to it. what' makes
teacher is how you feel about
students."
According to Heilbronner. if
a teacher has the ability to give
good lectures. but doesn't, then
he's saying " 'I have contempt
for my students' --he doesn't respect them."
Still, doesn 't it require more
than respect for students to make
interesting the same lecture over
and over?
"I've never given the same
lecture twice. " counters Hei 1bronner quickly. "The same area
or train of thought. yes. but never
the same lecture."
To keep his lectures fresh. and
to keep up with current research.
tteJJbronner tnrows out tne lecture notes for his courses every .
few years.
"You've got to try and constantly change your approach so
that your subject becomes
meaningful for the student.
Sometimes it doesn't work. but
you have. to keep trying.' '
Heilbronner was a refugee
from the Nazis in 1936, settling
in Detroit. by way of Switzerland
and England, at the age of 14.
He lost 90 percent of his family
to the Nazi persecution of the
Jews.
Heilbronner says the welcome
afforded him by his neighbors
and classmates in Detroit was
one of the moving events of his
life.
"The pubhc junior high school
took me in with warmth and
I'll never forget that."
Was it difficult to adjust to
this country?
''Learning English was so untraumatic for me that I don 't
even remember it. I just sat in
class and listened and after a
couple of weeks, suddenly. 1
could understand.
"But I remember it like today
the first book I ever read in
English--David Copperfield=--and
I cried buckets of tears.' '
After graduating from high
school, Heilbronner served in the
Army during the world war. and
then attended the University of
Michigan, where he recieved his
bachelor's, master's. and doctorate degrees in Russian rustory.
"I came here in 1954 as a
newly married man. and I liked
it so well I never left.''
A common complaint about
Heilbronner's teaching among
his students is that he is too
one-sided in his historical analysis.
"I think he really_ knows his
history," said former student
Mike Abraham, "but his ideas
are pretty rigid. He was so certain about what he was saying
that sometimes it came out as
history according to Hans Heilbronner. ''
Bui Heilbronner believes that
the professor has a right to have
an individual" political and moral
system of beliefs. He says that
the teacher can infuse his beliefs
into his historical analysis, but
only after learning as much as
possible about the subject.
"Consciously I dq not re-arrange
historical evidence in a way as
to fortify my pre-concieved value
system, " he said.
Heilbronner recalled a lecture
he gave last semester in his
Modern European History class
about Nazism and the causes of
World War II .
"It takes a great deal of
separation of self from subject
matter for me to treat this period with a minimum of objectivity, for obvious reasons.
" And yet , I had a grown man-he must have been 50 years old-come up to me after that lecture
and say to me~ 'I'm glad you
don 't believe those stories about
six million Jews being exterminated .'"
"Well, for that lectw·e anyway. "
Heilbronner said with his vigorous
smile. " I must have done too
good a job."

a
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Heilbronner
performs

58 FDR's mother,
et al.
59 Jack Lalanne
establishment
62 Tony Curtis role
65 Certain skittle
68 Refreshed, as a
room
69 Natives of the
Sunflower State
70 Accent, in music
71 Shows scorn

22 Teacher's association (abbr.)
23 62-Across, at times
24 Unguarded player
(2 wds.)
25 Of the nose: Lat •
26 Stern's opposite
27 Monterrey money
28 A hole 31 university
32 "The Little
Foys"
34 Freudian term
36 College degrees
DOWN
37 Remainder
1 Valuable stones
40 Spinsters (2 wds.)
2 Where the Matter- 44 Mel horn can be found 45 " - Feet's Too
3 Israeli coin
Big"
4 Youth organization 47 Bank abbreviation
(abbr.)
50 Construction site
5 "The time - "
sounds
6 Gossip
53 Slaves
7 Like many
54 flu
inventions
55 Exclamation of
8 Prize
triumph
9 "The I Love" 56 Deer
10 --headed
57 Mr. Vonnegut
11 Comic actor Roscoe 59 Box
60 Needles' partner
12 Dispatch
61 Reply (abbr.)
13 Sinatra's ex
63 To give: Sp.
15 Sot's affliction, 64 Suffix: native of
for short
66 Vane direction
20 Turn's partner
67 Compass point
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Women sweep FitChhurg
By Dina Engalichev

the bases loaded. An error on
burg errors on first baseman
Things are looking up for the
Sue Duffy's hit, making the final
catcher Smith's throw to third
women's softball team these days.
score 3-0.
· base allowed another Fitchb4rg
After a slow start with three
_" We played well defensively,"
tally making the score 4-2. Whitmore walked two batters to again
early season losses, the Cats have said coach Laurel Milos. "Our
load the bases and gave up a
now joined the winning ranks
play on the baserunners was very
hit to bring Fitchburg to within
with a 4-3 record.
important. Several early put-outs
Sunday, the women swept a
made them (Fitchburg) hesitant
one run of UNH.
In the bottom of the fourth.
doubleheader from Fitchburg on the bases.''
Whitmore was walked and then
State winning the first game, 3-0, 1 The scoring started sooner in
stole second base. She then
and taking the nightcap by a · the second game, but the outsc.ored on Smith's hit to the outscore of 7-5.
~
come wasn't decided until the
field.
UNH freshman Terry Robert- seventh inning.
Fitchburg scored once in each
son pitched well in the first game,
UNH tallied first in the third
of the fifth and sixth innings
striking out six batters, walking inning. Following two singles by
one, and giving up five hits.
pitcher Brenda Whitmore and · making the game a tie at 5-5.
Fitchburg had a no hitter going shortstop Patti Bohner, Smith
The two teams brought it down
into the sixth inning of the first bunted and beat the throw to first
to the wire in the seventh inning.
game .when UNH finally opened for a basehit. Whitmore scored
Junior Denise Visco ended
up the scoring.
ahead of the throw to home plate
Fitchburg's hopes to score.
The first hit came from center and Bohner made it home on a
making a perfect throw to third
fielder Kim Ashton, who poked throw to second which caught
base from deep in right field.
a single down the third base line. Smith trying to stretch a single.
Lagasse made the tag for the
UNH thirn h::iseman Laurie
J .~tPr in thP thirrl inning, freshthir<f out of the innine
Lagasse was walked inten- man Patty Foster followed ·up a
In the bottom of the seventh.
tionally and co-captain Mary- Lagasse single with ~ double into
UNH loaded the bases on a Smith
ellen Smith laid down a bunt to left center field. Ashton doubled
hit and two walks. With two outs.
all the pressure was on Ashton,
load the bases.
into left field, collecting two
who came through with a hit to
Ashton took advantage of a RBI's and making the score 4-0.
passed ball to score the first
Fitchburg started a comeback
left field, collecting two more
RBI's to make the final tally
UNH run. Lagasse and Smith rallv in the fourth inning. The
came home on a series of Fitch- . first run scored on a walk with 7-5.

UNH freshman Terry Robertson pitdwd well in llw first
. game of Sunday's doubleheader against Fitchburg Stah•.
The Wildcats swept both games, :~-0 and 7-5. <Dina Engalichev photo>

Du.rham shines as Wildcats fall
BASEBALL
continued from page 26

but he didn't get any help in the
. field." said UNH pitching coa~h
Tom White. "He's the type ot p]tcner wno gets the hJtters to hit the
ball and he needs that help from
the fielders."
It was a different story in the
first game. however. The Cats
made only one error and most of
Dartmouth's runs came on solid
base hits which came with fearsome regularity.
Inflicting most of the damage
on the Cats was junior Durham,
who had six hits in eight trips including two home runs and eight
RB I's.
"I was seeing the ball well and
getting a lot of fastballs." said
Durham. "And their pitchers fell
behind on the count a lot."
Sophomore Charlie Hones started the first game and looked like
he had his fastball cracking but
Durham's first-inning long ball
and a five-run third were enough

The Cats had come back from a
6-1 deficit in the sixth with a two-

out rally. A Mike Hennessey
single and two walks loaded the
bases for sophomore Greg
Jablonski, who rapped a two-RBI
single off the glove of second
baseman Mike Durham.
Senior
co-captain
Steve
Wholley followed with a double to
right-center field for two more,
but Corsones got the last out of
the inning and three more the
next inning to collect the save.
The Big Green added to its 1-0
lead with four in the second inning off freshman pitcher Steve
Johnson.
Johnson, however, was victimized by two errors that.inning.
and pitched well for the entire
game, scattering only four hits
the remainder of the contest.
"Stevie threw the ball all right.

Throwers second at BC's
L~ ~·-~} .

- -----'--

UNH third baseman Mark O'Hearn slides home with a run
while Dartmouth pitcher Cortland Corsones awaits a relay
throw during yesterday's doubieheader, which Dartmouth
swept, 15-6 and 6-5. (George Newton photo)

BASEBALL-Yesterday's boxes
First game

The UNH hammer throwing trio of Ken Campbl•ll. Lou Porazzo.
and Alex Miller finished second to the top-rankPd !Pam in
the countrv Saturdav at tlw BC Relavs .
Northeastern unrversity was tops in owral ! j('alll S('Oring .
winning the meet with 61 1:.! points.
The Campbell-Porazzo-Miller combined total of 511'7" w11!-nol enough to beat Lowell University 's :l()O':l" . Lm\T!l's \I arc
Linschied. Bill Haskel and Ed Campbell an· r;1ted ;is Ilic
nation's top team by Track and Field News .
The distance medlev relay team of .John Demer!-- l : :-1/ .;) i
Greg White ( 52.:~ J. Don'f>eroo.C3:10.7 and ~<'orge .Junior :..i: ~:L2 1
finished fifth with a time of 10 : 23.7. Tlw Pvc11t wa!-. mn1
by Providence College (featuring NCAA champs .Jolin Tr(·ac:.·
and Gerald Deegan ) in an excellent 9:!)6 .6 _
UNH's Mark Berman turned in a solid run in ll1t' :moo 1 1dC'r
steeplechase . winning the slower s<.•ction and finishrng 7111 o\Tr<t!!
with a 9:22.7 clocking.
The Cats take on Springfield today in their final dua! nw<'t
of the season
\..

Name

AB

RH BI

0 0
0 0
1 2
1 0

Emery,rf
Boulanger, lf
Masse,ss

3
5
5

Durham,2b

1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5 5

Denison, cf
CharakY,DH
Bird, 3b
Fleury,c
Oiase,p
O>rsones, p

4
4
4

3
2
2
2

Name

AB

RH BI

Belzil, rf
Jablonski, 2b
fJholley, DH
La1to,ss
O'He.am,3b
MacDonald, c
Karamourtop1Ulos, ph

1
3
2
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

Barbin,ph

Heath,ph
Cd,ph
MWTay,p
Totals

UNH

a>

:n>

al>

6X)

<XX)

TrackwoIDen
break three
UNH Inarks
rRACt\WOMEl'J
cun ti nued fro m p a ge 2G
the 880 vanl run brlJK(' llw old
I i \iH rp(·ord by eight spconds.
• trier later ca me within thn•ec•nths of a second ol Sl'lting ~1
.:pcond record. Tlw near n'cord
was a S:ll.5 first place in lhe
.J

mill•.

Dartmouth

New Hamµ;hire

Dart.

to overcome UNH's 6-:l lead and
put the Big Green ahead by an 8-6
margin.
The Cats sent ten men to the
plate in the first. the big hits
being triples by Wholley and left
fielder Tim Gowen. a double bv
Mark O'Hearn and an RBJ sing!{•
by catcher Jim MacDonald.
While Corsones was stymying
the Cats. Dartmouth continued lo
hit the ball hard. with Durham
· ·1eading the way. His second home
run drove in Brad Blair. who had
knocked in three runs with a
triple to right. and prompted
UNH coach Ted Conner to pull
Joel Murrav. who had come on in
the fourth. i'n favor of Bi JI Lenl o.
By then. however. the ganw
was well out of hand and both
teams were looking forward lo
the second game.
In Saturday's action. Steve
Whollcy pitched well in the first
game. but lost a close 2· 1 decision
without the help of his fielders,
who committed three errors.
In
the
second
contPst.
sophomore Terry Williams got
his first win of the season with a
4-0 shutout of tlw Huskies. \1\-'ho
fell to 11-6.

0
0

15 15 1
6 5 0

Dart - Kevin Chase. Cortland Corsones and John Fleury. UNH - Charlie Jones, Joel Murray (4), Bill Lento
(6) and Jim MacDonald. WP - Corsones. L- - J~nes. HR - Mike Durham, Dart. (2)

4
4
0
0

1
1

0
0
0
0

2
2
2
3
1
2
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
6

2
1
2
0
0
0

Second game
Name
Belzil, rf
Jablonski, 2b
Wholley. lb
Gowen, If
Williams, DH
O'Hearn. 3b
Whitty, cf
Barbin. cc
Hennessey, c
Coit. pr
MacDonald. ph
Tilton. ph
Fraser.ph
Kararnourtopoulos.ph
Johnson.p
Totals

AB

R H Bl

2

I
I
I
0
0
0

3
4
4
2
3
3

0

0

2
1
2

2
2
0

0
0
I
0

0
I
0
0
0
0
0

l

0
0
1
0
0

1

0 0 0

0
I

0
0

0

I
0
0

28

5

8

I

3
0

Dart C3·15>
UNH (5-11-11

1
0

1

0

0
0
0
.,

Name

AB

I{

H BI

Emery, rf
Boulanger. If
Masse. ss
Blaie. lb
Durham. 2b
Denison. cf
Chansky. DH
Bird. 3b
Luppino. cf
Mourning. pr
Murphy. p
Morris. p
r:orsones. p
''otals

4

2

4
4
4
4

I

I
I

140

001

001
004

0
0

2
4
3
3
0
0
0
0

32

6
5

9
8

0
3

Dart· Mark Murphy. Chris Morris (6). Cortland
Corsones <6> and Tony Luppino. UNH - Steve
Johnson and Mike Hennessey. WP· Murphy. LPJohnson. Saves. Morris. Corsone. HH. ·None ."

0
0
I

2

l

0
0
0

3

2
2

I

I

()

0

0

0
1
0
0
0
0
6

0

0

l

0

0
0
0
0
9

0
0
0
6

l

Running the two-mile for on!>
her spcond time. Linda Sclrneidff
knocked almost ninetcPn seL·1111ds
off the old record. to spt th(' Wi !d eals' sixth r<'cord Scl11w1ctc>r won
the event in ll::W.8>. Micht'llc
•'ahey \h'"" a double sprint wintPr takinl! llH' 100 v:1rd rh,-h
'i 1.'8 l anct 220 yard d~s_l! '!~..:!
ahead of
Harvarct's
Kim
Claremont and Leslil' Sims in
both events.
_i

0

UNH took the-first lhrl'l' µlan.·s
to sweep the discus. LesliP
Doughty had the longest thro\\".
102'5". followed bv Sharon
Paehiko <97'10" l anct Lisa !\k·
Mahn (95'6" l.
UNH won tlw HO varcl relav in
:l:Ul seconds. anct Ibnard took
the> mile relav tlw onlv
UNH dictn't wii1.·
.

<'\Till
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Wildcats drop pair to Big .Green, 15-6, 6-5
Dartmouth
explodes for
twin killing
By Paul Keegan
Dartmouth College, stumbling
through the season with a 1-15
record, broke out of its doldrums
with a 21-run, 24-hit assault on the
UNH Wildc.:ats and swept both
ends of yesterday's doubleheader
at Brackett Field.
UNH will host Maine tomorrow
at Brackett fild with Steve
Wholley and Terry Williams
doing the pitching chores for the
Cats. Game time is 1 p.m.
The Wildcats, now 5-11-1, had
just come off an e,ncouraging
~plit

with Connoc>ticut. S!lturchiy

(losing, 4-1, and winning, 2-0) and
were looking forward to two
games with lowly Dartmouth,
which was still winless up north
after going 1-9 on its southern
trip.
But the Big Green awoke from
its somnambulent play in high
style, ripping three UNH pitchers UNH outfielder TilJl Gowen is trying tQ choose the lesser RBl's on the afternoon t~ power the Big Green to a doublefor 15 hits and two home runs in of two evils as he is ·c aught in a rundown between Dartmouth's header sweep over the Wildcats yesterday. <George Newton photo>the first game to win, 15-6 and Mike Durham (left) and Brad Blair. Durham had eight
.
surviving a Wildcat comeback in
the second, 6-5:
and knuckle-curves, allowing sixth inning of the second game ·
While his mates were rapping only two singles for the and responded by stopping the
the baseball around the diamond, remaining 61/3 innings.
Wildcats rally one run short.
Dartmouth pitcher Cortland Cor"They (UNH) are a good fast"The coach (Fred Kelley)
sones was deftly making the ball ball-hitting team," said Cor- asked me how I felt and I said I
do . funny things, coming on in sones, "so I tried to use the slider, was fine," said Corsones. "My
relief in the first inning of the fir- change-up and knuckle-curve to arm was a bit stiff but I'm an off~t game with six UNH runs keep them off balance."
speed pitcher and it doesn't
already having crossed the plate.
After that performance, most bother me as much as if I were a
The senior righthander baffled pitchers would assume that they fastball pitcher."
the Wildcats with .his assortment were through for the day. But
of change-ups, sidearm curves 1 Corsones got the call again in the BASEBALL Page 19
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Bruins fend off laxmen
By Pete Hearne
In a closely contested battle
Saturday afternoon, the UNH
lacrosse team was edged by
strong Bown University, 12-11.
UNH fell behind early in the
game, and, despite a tremendous
surge in the fourth quarter, could
not pull out the win.
"It could have gone either way
very easily", said UNH coach Art
Young, "we just got a little too
far behind."

Brown scored the opening goal

Wildcat midfielder Ralph Baugher grapples for the ball
along with Brown's Ted Barrows during action from Saturday's game. The Bruins handed UNH its second loss
of the year, 13-12. (Gerry Miles photo)

22 seconds into the game, and
continued to move the ball well
for the remainder of the first half.
The phase of the game which, according to both coaches, gave the
Bruins the edge was the Brown
control of face-offs.
Brown Capt. B111 Ohlsen, an
All-American last year, "gave
our offense its momentum" with
his commanding control of faceoJf s, according to Brown coach
Cliff Stevenson.

The Wildcats, however;-gave
crowd on the upper lacrosse
field plenty of cheer about.
hustling and moving the ball well.
"This is the best we've played
~ince our opening game (when
UNH beat powerful Hofstra)",
·
stated Young.
th~

Sophomore Linus Sheehan,
playing in goal for the Wildcats.
made many impressive saves
against the intense Brown

pressure, and freshman attack·
man John Fay made a spectacular effort midway through
the fourth period. scoring to bring
UNH within one.

like this." admitted senior tricaptain John Bryan. "we've got
good momentum for Harvard."
Harvard is currently ranked
twelfth in the nation. and the upcoming game in Durham
promises to be· hard fought.
"They (Harvard) beat Brown
decisively," said Young, "and
we'll need to play even harder
than today to beat them."

In Saturday's contest, after
having trailed at the half. 5-4, the
fourth period seemed to belong to
UNH until Brown scored the
game winner with just under a
minute remaining.

Fay shrugged off the credit.
"Our middies played very well
today, and our defense looked
good too," he said.

Leading scorer again for the
Wildcats was John Fay. with four
goals and four assists. Ralph
Baugher and John Bryan each
UNH is now setting its sights · had two goals, and Mike Vantoward Wednesday's game Vleck, Jay Leech, and Bill Ryan
against Harvard. "After a game tallied one apiece.

Trackwomen dump
Harvard; now 7-1
By Nancy Maculiewicz
In last Saturday's UNH Harvard track meet. everyone
who won an event established a
meet record . Nine UNH women
accounted for all twelve individual first places, as the Wildcats won their first outdoor meet
at home. 85-41.
Coach Jean Roberts was "very
pleased" with the team. "Every
meet they get better," she said.
The win raised UNH's record io }_
1. Today the Cats end their
regular seasun at Springfield
College.
Three women established new
· UNH records. Mary Ellen Letvinchuk set half of them, in the
100 meter hurdles. the 440 yard
hurdles, and the long jump. Her
time in the 100 meter hurdles
broke the old record <which she
set> by one second. Winning the
440 yprd hurdles in 69.7 seconds.
Letvrnchuk beat Harvard's

second place finisher by nearly
six seconds.
In the only event held indoors,
Letvinchuk and teammate Amy
Towle broke the old long jump
record. They finished first and
second with leaps of 16'5" and
16'3".
During the winter track season,
Harvard beat UNH by two points.
"I think they (Harvard) were
really confident," said Letvinchuk. "But we (UNH) have done
well. Everyone has really come

through.''
Sophomore Sue Bliss owns the
new high jump record of 5'1". "I
died at 5'2", "Bliss said regretfully. "But," she added with a
smile, "That jump at 5'1" felt so
gc..Jd." Towle, who entered the
event at the last minute, took
second in the high jump. ·
Maureen Carter's 2:23.7 win in
TRACKWOMEN. page 19

The UNH women's track team had a field day Saturday against Harvard, winning all
but one event. UNH high jumper Amy Towle, above, placed second in her event behind
teamate Sue Bliss. <Brenda Cooperman photo)

